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Introduction
Donald A. Blood and Associates Ltd., LGL Environmental Research Associates Ltd., and
Manning, Cooper and Associates were retained by the Ministry of Transportation and
Highways to provide wildlife assessment services on the following respective segments
of the Cache Creek to the Rockies program: Cache Creek to Canoe; Canoe to Mount
Revelstoke National Park West Gate; and Mount Revelstoke National Park West Gate to
Yoho National Park West Boundary. Their first task was to provide an overview ofthe
existing wildlife sensitivities and habitat conditions along this Trans Canada Highway
corridor. This appendix is a compilation of the three reports that the above consultants
prepared in fulfillment of this task. The information contained herein is supplemental to
the wildlife information presented in the main existing conditions photo-mosaic report.
In this appendixthe wildlife consultants have ranked the wildlife sensitivities along the
highway as high, medium, low or nil. They consulted with each other and generally used
similar criteria to establish a wildlife sensitivity ranking system that would provide
consistent results when applied across the program area. Any variation in the criteria used
to establish a ranking level is attributable to the differing regional wildlife issues and
habitats that are evident as one moves from one program segment to the next.
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Section A: Cache Creek to Canoe
Prepared by Donald A Blood and Associates Ltd.
1 Introduction

The Cache Creek to the Rockies Program (CCRP) has been established with the overall
goal of improving the performance of the Trans Canada Highway (TCH). A number of
improvements are under currently consideration by the Project Management Team
including highway realignment, new interchanges, frontage roads, and climbing lanes. A
major objective of the existing conditions report is to highlight areas of geotechnical and
environmental sensitivity. The environmental component is comprised of archeological,
agricultural, fisheries, and wildlife specialists. D.A.Bloodand
Associates Ltd. were
retained as wildlife consultants for the section between Cache Creek and Canoe (Salmon
Arm) in September of 1998.
2

Study AreaIBackground

Thestudy
area encompasses approximately 200km
of highway andspans
three
Biogeoclimatic zones: Bunchgrass (BG), Ponderosa pine (PP), and Interior Douglas-fir
(IDF). Elevations along this section of the TCH range from approximately 350 m to 680
m. with the majority of the route under 450 m. Throughout this section, annual snowfall
is typically in the light to moderate range of values (e.g. 75- 100 cm). The western part
of the study area has one of the driest climates in the province. Precipitation and tree
cover increases in the eastern part of the study area, which forms a transitional area to the
interior “wet belt” (in the vicinity of Revelstoke).
The majority of this section is found within the South Thompson River Valley, which is
accessed from the west through a tributary valley, the Semlin Valley. The TCH crosses
the South Thompson River near Savona, following the south shore of Kamloops Lake
before entering into the Cherry Creek Valley. From this point, the highway traverses a
plateau on the western outskirts of Kamloops and descends to the valley bottom within
the city. The route closely parallels the middle reaches of the South Thompson River
from Kamloops to Blind Bay on Shuswap Lake. The highway then heads south along the
White Creek Valley and contours around western and southern shores of Salmon Arm
before entering Canoe.
Ten general habitat types occur within, or immediately adjacent to, right-of-way habitats
the along this section, as follows: coniferous forest, deciduous forest, mixed deciduousconiferous
forest,
grass-forbkhrub,
agricultural,
shrub-steppe,
grassland,
riparianiwetland, and rock outcrop. Much of the land adjacent to the TCH corridor in this
section has been converted to various agricultural, commercial, industrial and residential
uses. In spite of the fact that pristine ecosystems are of uncommon occurrence, the region
supports a diverse wildlife assemblage. This stems largely from the extension of dryadapted vegetation into a forested matrix, and is reflected in the faunal assemblage of the
Appendix 6, Section A: Wildlife - Cache Creek to Canoe
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region, which contains species near the southern extremes of their distribution and others
near their northern distributional limits (Meidinger and Pojar 1991). A number of species
dependent on natural grassland/shrub-steppe ecosystems have been negatively impacted
by overgrazing, the proliferation of noxious weeds and agriculturaliresidential land
development. These species currently appear on Conservation Data Centre (CDC) lists of
vertebrates considered “at risk.”
3

Methods

The preliminary assessment of wildlife sensitivities in the vicinity of the TCH is based on
two site visits, contact with personnel from the Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks
(MoELP) and Ministry of Transportation and Highways (MoTH), as well as a review of
reasonably accessible existing information.
Field Investigation
Reconnaissance-level field surveys conducted in late October and mid-November, 1998.
October fieldwork focused on the identificatioddistribution of general habitat types in
proximity to the TCH and windshield surveys for raptor nests. The November field
program involved reconnaissance of wetlands, refinement of key habitat area boundaries,
and additional searches for raptor nests.
Interviews
Personnel from government agencies interviewed included the following:
Mr. Douglas Jury, Ungulate Biologist, MoELP Kamloops Regional
Headquarters,
Mr. John Surgenor, Rare and Endangered Species Specialist, MoELP
Kamloops Regional Headquarters, and;
Mr. Brent Purcello, Environmental Co-ordinator, MoTH Region 3.

.
.

Existing Wildlife Information
Other sources ofinformation consulted in the course of preparing this assessment were as
follows:
Source
1

Information Provided

Conservation Data Centre

- rare element database search, tracking lists
of vertebrates, plants, and plant
communities.

Canada Land Inventory Maps

- waterfowl & ungulate capability
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-

MoELP Wildlife Working
Reports (WR-63,72,77,
85, 91,92)

- status reports of various dry-adapted

Mr. Len Sielecki, MOTH

- Wildlife Accident Reporting System

vertebrates of conservation interest.

(WARS) database

For the purposes of this assignment. wildlife collision mortality (Le. WARS) data were
analyzed for the years 1988 to 1997. Individual ungulate and bear records were plotted
on 1: 10,000 scale maps and summarized by 1 km intervals in an attempt to highlight
wildlife-vehicle collisions (in kills/km/year.
areas with a highpotentialforfrequent
Tables 6 through 10). However. users of this report are cautioned that any conclusions
drawn from such analyses are limited by the period of data collection and the accuracy in
of
reporting. For this reason, WARS information was coupled with ananalysis
topographic features, potential attractants (e.g. dumps, orchards, alfalfa fields). and
knowledge of wildlife activity patterns to provide an indication of likely problem areas.
Wildlife Sensitivity Ratings

High sensitivity ratings were assigned primarily to habitatsihabitat elements associated
with reproduction and residency, more specifically:
1

.
1

=

known breeding areas of RedBlue-Listed vertebrates,
bird nests of species protected under Section 35 of the B.C. Wildlife Act
(e.g. Bald Eagle, Osprey, Great Blue Heron),
habitats with a significant potential for waterfowl breeding (andor staging),
active beaver or muskrat houses,
important ungulate winter ranges (CLI Class 2 W or 3 W), and;
documented occurrence of a RedBlue-Listed vascular plants and/or plant
communities.

Moderute-to-high sensitivity ratings were assigned to habitatsihabitat elements
possessing one or more of the following characteristics:

1

relatively high structural complexity (i.e. high biodiversity potential), and;
high potential to provide habitat connectivity/wildlife movement corridor
through substantial areas of low-suitability habitat or non-habitat.
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Moderate sensitivity ratings were assigned largely on the basis of actual or potential
forage production, including the following:

.

areas with high berry, browse or palatable herbage production,
disturbed habitats with potential for higher-than-average wildlife use through
enhancement activities, and;
locations with a potential for frequent wildlife-vehicle collisions.

Low-to-moderate sensitivity ratings were assigned to habitats in the vicinity of riparian
zones associated with major lake and/or river systems.
Low sensitivity ratings were assigned to all other habitats, most commonly areas
converted to intensive agricultural, commercial, and industrial uses. Human activity, low
structural diversity and the proliferation of introduced “weedy” species combine to limit
the attractiveness of these habitats to most forms of wildlife. Residential areas were also
included in this category.

4 Results / Discussion
Wildlife sensitivities for each design section are provided in Tables 1 through 5. This
information is summarized in the strip maps below the photomosaics in the
accompanying atlas.
5
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Table 1

Cache Creek to Afton - Environmental Sensitivities: Wildlife

p)
Segment

Start
km

stop
km

0.23

0.54

1. threatened plant community

H

0.2

0.5

2. riparian cottonwood habitat

H

1.4

1.6

M

1.6

2.0

3. wildlife-vehicle collision
area
4. beaver pond

3.6

3.8

H

1.6

1.9

5. wildlife-vehicle collision
area
6 . threatened plant community

9.30

9.40

t
E

Hwy Approx.
Environmental Constraint/
Offset
Side
' fmTCH No.

T

7. marsh

Level*

H

H
M-H

CommentdRationale

undisturbed Rough fescue - Bluebunch
wheatgrass association.
documented occurrence of Blue-Listed
plant. CDC lists as a threatened
ecosystem type.
adjacent to Cache Cr. riparian zone.
off Cache Cr. mainstem. Provides
nesting/security cover for waterfowl,
shorebirds and foraging habitat for
beaver, muskrat and other small wildlife.
refer to WARS Table AI.
undisturbed Big sage- Bluebunch
wheatgrass association.
high values for plant/animal biodiversity.
May provide nesting habitat for
waterfowl, upland game birds. Presumed
wildlife movement corridor
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Hwy 1 Approx. I
Side I Offset I Environmental Constraint/
' fm TCH No.

Start
Segment

I

11.4

32.50

12.7

32.55

I

W

150 200

9. rock cliffs

W

0

IO. threatened
plant

W

0

11. riparian cottonwood habitat

Level'

M

community

H
H

1
Cornments/Rationale

required, blasting rock outcrop adjacent
to westbound lane has potential to cause
nest abandonment.
potential raptor nesting habitat (e.g.
golden eagle prairie falcon, red-tailed
hawk)
undisturbed Big sage Bluebunch
wheatgrass association.
Battle Cr. Threatened ecosystem .
Proximity to South Thompson suggests
high potential for wildlife movement
corridor.
largely undisturbed Big sage Bluebunch wheatgrass association.
South Thompson R. Rationale as Der
Feature No. 5
Rationale as oer Feature No.10
~

-

p

"

15. riparian cottonwood habitat

I

I
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I
I

Likely wildlife movement corridor.
Bear, moose, and beaver sign.

I
.
Start

Segment

4pprox.
Offset Environmental Constraint/
Fm TCH No.
(m)
0
16. riparian habitat

Level'

H

0920

35.95

36.14

0920

40.90

40.95

0

17. riparian cottonwood habitat

M

42.0

44.0

15

18. threatened plant community

H

44.0

49.0

0

19. important ungulate winter

H

0
0

range
20. riparian cottonwood habitat
21. riparian cottonwood habitat

M
H

0

22. threatened plant community

H

0

23. threatened plant community

H

62.35

24. riparian cottonwood habitat

H

72.0

25. important ungulate winter
range

H

55.29
55.74

55.21
55.59

62.15
I

I

62.2

CommentslRationale

South Thompson R. high value habitat
for waterfowl, shorebirds and other
riparian-associated wildlife.Presumed
movement corridor.
Durrand Cr. Disturbed on north side
(lumber yard).
undisturbed Big sage - Bluebunch
wheatgrass association.
CLI range class 2W for deer.
Duffy Cr. Disturbed on south side
Cherry Cr. Natural habitat present on
both sides, beaver pond on south side.
undisturbed Big sage - Bluebunch
wheatgrass association.
undisturbed Big sage Bluebunch
wheatgrass association.
Cherry Cr. mainstem. High plandanimal
bodiversity values. Presumed wildllife
movement corridor.
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km

64.00

64.9

-r
64.20

Approx
Offset Envronmental Constraint/
fm TCH No.
(m)
5 pond
26. beaver

60

66.05

10

67.65

0

29. permanent wetland

69.05

10 -20

30. permanent wetland
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I Level':

CommentsRationale

I

H

Alkali Cr. Waterfowl
staging/production, active beaver house,
attractive to numerous riparian-associate,
wildlife.
potential waterfowl breedinghtaging
area.
Alga Pond. Waterfowl and shorebird
staging/production. Probable use by
mustelids and other small mammals
Rest Area. High use by staging
waterfowl, documented use by muskrat
High potential for waterfowl production.
opposite exit to Afton mines.
Documented habitat of Great Basin
spadefoot toad (Blue-Listed). High
documented use by staging waterfowl
(esp. Northern shoveller), high potential
for waterfowl production. Moose tracks
observed.

LKI
kgment

Start
Km

km

69.85

70.16

71 .OO

71.43

Hwy Approx.
Stop
Offset Envronmental Constraint/
Side
fm TCH No.

’

Level’

H

E

30 - 50

32. permanent wetland

H

Commentsmationale

documented habitat of Great Basin
spadefoot toad (Blue-Listed), high
potential for waterfowl
productiodstaging.
Polygon Pond. Documented habitat of
Great Basin spadefoot toad (Blue-Listed),
high potential for waterfowl
productiodstaging.

Notes:
I

Highway side codes: E = eastbound lane, W = westbound lane
M = Moderate Sensitivity
H = High Sensitivity

’ Sensitivity Ratings:
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Table 2

Afton to Monte Creek - Environmental Sensitivities: Wildlife

Segment

wetland

1.4

Approx.
Offset Environmental Constraint/
fm TCH
(m)
0
1. important ungulate winter
range
50
2.

2.0

50 - 120

2.50

2.65

20

4. threatened plant community

3.05
3.18

3.30
3.20

0
0

5. threatened plant community
6. riparian habitat

0.5

1.1

0925

0.5

1.1

40 60 habitat
7. riparian
~

0
50 - 90

8. wildlife-vehicle collision
9. riparianhabitat
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CommentsRationale

I

II

CLI range class 3W for deer.

11

Ironmask Lake. Waterfowl production
and staging habitat.
Bowers Lake. Waterfowl production and
staging habitat. Closest to highway at
east end of lake.
undisturbed Ponderosa pine - Bluebunch
wheatgrass plant community.
rationale as per Feature No. 4.
Peterson Cr. High plant/animal
biodiversity values, provides habitat
connectivity.
South Thompson R. Waterfowl
production, staging, and wintering habitat
Presumed wildlife movement corridor.
refer to WARS Table A2.

I

I

2060

Level'

H

H

South Thompson R. Rationale as per
Feature No. 6

I
.
_:I
Start

Segment

Environmental Constraint/
fmTCH No.
(m)
500
10. threatened plant
community

I

Level'

4.8

E

9.05

W

90

1 1. raptor nest

M

10.2

E, W

0

M

13.2

E, W

0

15.5

E, W

0

24.2

W

130

12. wildlife-vehicle collision
area
13. wildlife-vehicle collision
area
14. wildlife-vehicle collision
area
15. sandbar

25.10

E, W

0

16. riparian cottonwood habitat

H

25.05

~

Notes:
__

'

CommentdRationale

M

Valleyview silt cliffs. Well beyond
highway right-of-way. Identified as
Rough-fescue - Bluebunch wheatgrass
association by CDC.
may be sensitive to construction-related
disturbances
orchard nearby to southeast. Refer to
WARS TableA2.
refer to WARS Table A2.

M

refer to WARS Table A2.

M

winteringktaging waterfowl loafing site
(esp. tundra swan), shorebird foraging
area.
threatened ecosystem (CDC). Rationale
as oer Feature No. 5

H

Highway side codes: E = eastbound lane, W =westbound lane
M = Moderate Sensitivity
H = High Sensitivity

' Sensitivity Ratings:
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Table 3

MonteCreekto

Sorrento West - Environmental Sensitivities: Wildlife
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>KI
segment

I

Start

I StoD

Lo

Environmental Constraint/
No.

eve^*.'

9. riparian

H

30

W

10. osprey nest

H

21.58

5
21.58

W

1 1. osprey nest

H

29.0

38.0

E, W

0

12. important ungulate winter
range

H

29.40
E, W
E
34.2 (?)

0

13. riparian Cw - cottonwood
14. potential occurrence of
rare
plants
15. riparian cottonwood
habitat
16. riparian cottonwood
habitat
17. riuarian cottonwood
habitat

M

29.36
33.8 (?)

?

38.6

38.9

W

0

39.95

40.15

W

0

40.42

40.59

W

0

M-H

CommentdRationale

South Thompson R. riparian area.
Wintering waterfowl present (esp. tundra
swans), presumed wildlife movement
corridor. Sandbar island potential
ungulate calving area.
close proximity to highway, on telegraph
pole.
adjacent to highway. Protected under
Section 35 of B.C. Wildlife Act
CLI Range Class 3W for mule deer and
bighorn sheep. Attractiveness to sheep
declining with forest succession.
rationale as per Feature No. 2
CDC records of 1 Red- and 1 Blue-Listed
plant in sandy open forest near this area

H

rationale as per Feature No. 9

H

rationale as per Feature No. 9

H

rationale as per Feature No. 9
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Hwy Approx.

Stop
km

40.95

46.81

’
I

Environmental Constraint/ Offset
Side Commentsmationale
Level”’
fm TCH No.
(m)
I 0 I 18. rioarian cottonwood
H
rationale as per Feature No. 9
habitat
0
19. riparian cottonwood
H
rationale as per Feature No. 9
habitat
M
rationale as per Feature No. 2
0
20. riparian Cw-cottonwood
habitat
I 0 I 21. riparian Cw- cottonwood
M
rationale as per Feature No. 2
habitat

I

I

W

44.43

W

46.64

E, W

46.84

I E, W

I
1

I

Notes:

’ Lane codes: E

lane, W =westbound lane
* Sensitivity Ratings: M = Moderate Sensitivity
H = High Sensitivity
Parts of the TCH where there is a generalized concern for its proximity to shorelines received a low-moderate sensitivity
rating.
= eastbound
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I
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*
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e
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Table 4

Sorrento to Balmoral - Environmental Sensitivities: Wildlife

7
=F
Segment

stop
km

50.0

Approx.
Offset Environmental Constraint/
fm TCH
(m)
1. wildlife-vehicle collision
0

2. wildlife-vehicle collision
area
3. wildlife-vehicle collision
area
4. cattail marsh

Comments/Rationale

54.1

0

56.0

0

56.2

80

56.95

0

5. cottonwood - cedar lowland M
habitat

57.1

0

61.4

0

6. wildlife-vehicle collision
area
7. riparian habitat
wildlife-vehicle collision
area

H
M-H

M
M

1-2 killskndyear. Refer to WARS
Summary Table C I, Appendix 7.
1-2 killskndvear. Refer to WARS
Summary Table C 1, Appendix 7.
> 2 kills/km/year. Refer to WARS
Summary Table C1, Appendix 7.
Santabin Lake. Waterfowlishorebird
production and staging habitat. Beaver
and muskrat foraging habitat.
drainage to swamp south of Loftus Lake.
High browse, berry andherbage
production, provides habitat for
numerous small wildlife.
1-2 killskndyear. Refer to WARS
Summary Table C1, Appendix 7.
disturbed by farming
Valued
- oDerations.
_
for small wildlife use, high herbage
values. Movement corridor for small
mammals.
1-2 killsikm/year. Refer to WARS
Summarv Table C1, ADDendix 7.
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I"

Approx.
Offset Environmental Constraint/
fm TCH No.

Segment

(m)
0

E

0

I

I

Level'

I Comments/Rationale

1I
I

I

8. wildlife-vehicle collision
area
9. wildlife-vehicle collision
area

H
M
I

> 2 kills/km/vear. Refer toWARS
Summary Table CI, Appendix 7.
I 1-2 kills/km/vear.
to
- - Refer WARS
Summary Table CI, Appendix 7.

I
1

~

~~~

i

I

Notes:
__

' Highway side codes: E = eastbound lane, W = westbound lane
' Sensitivity Ratings: M = Moderate Sensitivity
H = High Sensitivity
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I

@
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I

#

I
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1
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Table 5

Balmoral to Canoe - Environmental Sensitivities: Wildlife

Approx.
Offset Environmental Constraint
fm TCH /No.

Segment

y

LeveI”’

Comments/RationaIe

~

0935

M

E.W

66.15

66.25

H

disturbed by farm operations, valued for
small wildlife use, high herbage values,
small mammal movement corridor.
orchard 80 m east of highway likely
attracts deer and bears.
high potential for collisions due to
proximity of highway to lowlandhparian
habitats.
high browse, berry, and herbage
production, provides habitat for
numerous small wildlife.
White Cr. crossing,

M

White Cr. crossing, rationale as per

M

proximity of highway to lowlandhparian
habitats.
rationale as per Feature No. 4

2. wildlife-vehicle collision

M

3. wildlife-vehicle collision

M

W

W

I

~

E

E. W

0

6. riparian habitat

7
7. wildlife-vehicle collision

0

I 8. deciduous lowland habitat

I
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I

LKI
Segment

I
I
I

Start
km

I
I
I

Stop
km

I Hwy 1 Approx.
I Side' I Offset
I
I fm TCH

68.1

68.1

E, W

(m)
0

68.4

71.6

W

0

71.6

E, W 72.80

71.7

W 71.7 40
73.8
E
73.5 W
75.2
W

73.4
73.4
73.7

0
0
0

75.0

75.2

E, W

76.25
76.95
78.00

76.50

0
W
W 77.05 0
0
E, W

78.05

Level*.'

Environmental Constraint

Comments/Rationale

/NO.

9. riparian habitat

M

IO. riparian habitat

Tappen Cr. mainstem, largely
undisturbed.
highway in proximity to riparian habitats
along Shushwap Lake in this area.
records of deer, moose and bear road kills
in WARS database.
protected under Section 35 of B.C.
Wildlife Act.
rationale as per Feature No. 4
rationale as per Feature No. 4
Shushwap Lake riparian area, high
plant/animal biodiversity values,
provides habitat connectivity to Salmon
River system.
high potential for collisions due to
proximity of highway to lowland/riparian
habitats.
rationale as per Feature No. 4
rationale as per Feature No. 4
Salmon R. crossing., rare plants
documented at mouth of river (CDC),
presumed wildlife movement corridor,
"

L-M

11. wildlife-vehicle collision
area
12. osprey nest

M

H

~

13. deciduous lowland habitat
14. deciduous lowland habitat
15. riparian cottonwood
habitat

I

0

18. deciduous lowland habitat
19. riparian cottonwood
habitat
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I

e

e

8

I

I

8

I

I

I

8

8

8

e

8

R

6

D

e

Environmental Constraint/
m TCH No.
(m)

0
0

1950

85.45

85.50

E, W

0.64

0.82

W

0.70

0.75

E

1.9

2.1

W

2.10

2.15

E, W

3.2

3.5

E, W

4.95

5.00

E

20. riparian shrub habitat
2 1. wetland - permanent

LevelfJ

M
H

22. riparian cottonwood
habitat
23. riparian cottonwood- cedat
habitat
24. riparian cottonwood
cedar habitat
25. cattail marsh

M-H

26. riparian cottonwood
habitat
27. wildlife-vehicle collision
area
28. riparian habitat

M-H

-

M-H
M-H
M

M
M-H

CommentdRationale

rationale as per Feature No. 1
Hucul Pond. waterfowl production and
staging habitat, high bird and mammal
use (esp. semi-aquatic mammals), Ducks
Unlimited site.
South fork of Canoe Cr., rationale as per
Feature No. 15
East fork of Canoe Cr.. rationale as uer
Feature No. 15
East fork ofCanoe Cr., rationale as per
Feature No. 15
cover for waterfowl, shorebirds and other
riparian-associated wildlife. Foraging
habitat for muskrat and beaver.
Canoe Cr. mainstem, rationale as per
Feature No. I O
high potential for collisions due to
proximity of highway to riparian habitats
rationale as per Feature No. 15. Potential
wildlife movement corridor between
Shushwau Lake and unland areas
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Notes:
~

' Highway Side codes: E = eastbound lane, W = westbound lane
2

Sensitivity Ratings: M = Moderate Sensitivity
H = High Sensitivity
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Table 6 Wildlife Accident Reporting System (WARS) summary, Cache Creek to Afton (1988 - 1997)'.
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Deer

I

Records
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e

I

0

c

0

I

e

e

e

e

e

s

e

e

#

I

e

I

4

r Segment
I LKI
-

I
1

I

Deer
Records

Start
45.0
46.0
47.0
48.0
49.0
50.0
51.0
52.0
53.0

No.
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

63.0
64.0
65.0

1
1

66.0
67.0

I
I

0
2
0

I
I

I

Years

No.
0

88

93
89

I

Bear Records

89,93

I

I

1

Years

I

Total
Records

o

I

Reported
Kills
Ikmlyear

n

I

Estimated
Kills
/km/yea8
0
-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0.1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0.5
0
0

0
0
0

1
1
0
2
0

0.1
0.1
0

0.5
0.5
0
1.O
0

I

0
1 0 1

0.2
0

I

0
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65

Totals
Mean
Notes:
__

1

66
0.09

0.45

I '

Includes only records where kilometreage was provided.
values recorded are assumed to represent 20 % of actual kills (L. Sielecki, pers. comm.). Under-reporting is related to the
following:
2

i) animals dying outside the right-of-way,
ii) animals being removed by predators,
iii) animals obscured by debris, and
iv) lost reports.

' moose road kill.
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I

e

E

I

8

E

I

e

8

I

I

e

I

I

a

I

a

I

I

I

I

a

I

I

I

4

4

I

I

a

I

I

I

I

a

I

Table 7 Wildlife Accident Reporting System (WARS) summary, Afton to Monte Creek (1988 - 1997)'.
Bear Records DeerTotal
RecordsI Reported
Records
Kills
/km/year
/km/yea

LKI

Segment

I

Estimated
Kills

7
no records
listed

I

I
I

0925

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
0.0
1.o

2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

4
0
1
1
0
0

88,89,93,
94
93
88

no records
listed

I

0

4

0
0

0

I

0
0
0

I

0

1
1

I

0.1
0.1

n
"

II

n
0

0

2.0

0.4

I

~

0

I

I

II

0.5
0.5

n0
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LKI

E

Start
6.0
7.0

I

Deer Records

No.
0
0

Years

I

Bear Records

No.
0
0
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I

Total
Records

Years
0
0

I

Reported
Kills
kmlyear
0
0

I

Estimated
Kills
km/yeai0
0

1

Totals
Means
Notes:

I
I

21

1 0 1

21
0.10

0.50

' includes only records where kilometreage was provided.

* values recorded are assumed to represent 20 % of actual kills (L. Sielecki, pers. comm.). Under-reporting is related to the
following:
i) animals dying outside the right-of-way,
ii) animals being removed by predators,
iii) animals obscured by debris, and
iv) lost reports.
includes one moose road kill
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Table 8 Wildlife Accident Reporting System (WARS) summary, Monte Creek to Sorrento West (1988 - 1997)'.
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a

I

0

0

8

a

8

8

I

I

8

e

a

e

8

8

8

0

0

e

I

e

e

I

I

1 Segment 1
I

LKI
Start
21.o
22.0
23.0
24.0
25.0

I

I

Deer Records
No.

I

0
0
0
0
0

1

36.0

40.0
41 .O
42.0

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

No.
0 1
1

0

1

I

I

0

90
1 0
92 1
0
1 37.0 90
0
1 38.0 90
0
2 39.0 90
0
1
90
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 43.0 91

1

Total
Records

Years

0
0

I

e

I

Bear Records

1

Years

I

I

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1

I
2
1
0
0
1

I

l

I Reported I
Kills
Ikmtyear
0
I
0
I
0
0
0

I

0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0
0
0.1

I

I

Estimated
Kills
/km/yea?

I

I

I

0
0

0
0

0

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.o

0.5
0
0
0.5
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I

I 48.0 1
I
I
I
I
1

Totals
Mean

1

1

I

I

1

I

II

95

23

I

-

1
II

0

1

1

1

1

1

II
1

II

I

I

I

I

I

0.1

0.5

II

II

24

I

0.05

0.25

Notes:
~

1 .

Includes only recordswhere kilometreage was provided.

2

values recorded are assumed to represent 20 % of actual kills (L. Sielecki, pers. comm.). Under-reporting is related to the

following:
i) animals dying outside the right-of-way,
ii) animals being removed by predators,
iii) animals obscured by debris, and
iv) lost reports.
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Table 9 Wildlife Accident Reporting System (WARS) summary, Sorrento to Balmoral (1988 - 1997)'.

-

62.0
63.0
Totals
Means

5

2
34

88,90,95
94,95

1
0
4

88

6
2
38

0.6
0.2

3.0
1 .o

0.22

1.12
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Notes:
__

' includes only records where kilometreage was provided.

2

values recorded are assumed to represent 20 YOof actual kills (L. Sielecki, pers. comm.). Under-reporting is related to the
following:
i) animals dying outside the right-of-way,
ii) animals being removed by predators,
iii) animals obscured by debris, and
iv) lost reports.
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e
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e
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#

#

I

m

m

I
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Table 10 Wildlife Accident Reporting System (WARS) summary, Balmoral to Canoe (1988 - 1997)'.
Segment

0935

LKI

Deer Records

Records

Start

No.

Years

No.

64.0
65.0

1

89
89.91

0

3

2

Years

95

Total BearReported
Records Kills Kills
Ikmlyear
1
5

0.1
0.5

Estimated
lkmlyea8
0.5
2.5
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I
Segment

r

LKI

Start
84.0
85.0

Deer Records

No.
3
0

Bear Records

Total
- ...

Records
Years
89,95

No.
0
0

E
I

Years
3
?,

U

I

I

I
I

1

3
1

I

Reported
Kills
/km/year
0.3

I

"

I

n

0.1
0.3
0.1

I

I

Estimated
Kills
/km/yea8
1.5

I

n

u

0.5
1.5

1

I
61

0.21

1.05

Notes:
-

' includes only records where kilometreage was provided.

2

values recorded are assumed to represent 20 'Yo of actual kills (L. Sielecki, pers. comm.). Under-reporting is related to the

following:
i) animals dying outside the right-of-way,
ii) animals being removed by predators,
iii) animals obscured by debris, and
iv) lost reports.
3 '

Includes one moose road kill.
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Section B: Canoe to Mount RevelstokeNational Park West Gate
Prepared by LGL Environmental Research Associates Ltd.
B1 Canoe to TaftRoad

1 Introduction
The B.C. Ministry of Transportation and Highways is planning to upgrade various
sections of the Trans CanadaHighway between Cache Creek and the Alberta Border.
Upgrades and theirlocations have not yet been defined, but will include adding passing
or climbing lanes, improving highway alignment and design to reduce advisory speed
zones and, in somecases, improving the highway to four lanes. The nature of the
highway improvements that are contemplated may have environmental implications
including effects onwildlife, their habitats and on rare or endangered plants. In order to
facilitate futureimpact assessment and highway upgrade planning and design, it is
necessary to determine the existing state ofthe highway and the current resource issues
that may affect highway development. This report describes the existing conditions along
the Trans CanadaHighway from Canoe to Tafi Road that are considered to be
environmentally senstive for vegetation and wildlife. As such, the focus was on the
existing highway and a narrow corridor on either side of the highway.
2

Study Area I Background

The study area extends from the Salmon Arm Corporate Limits atthe eastern boundary of
Canoe to Taft Road east of the Perry River. The area extends along thesoutheastern edge
of Shuswap Lake and continuesup the lower reaches of the Eagle River valley. Along
the edge of ShuswapLake the highway bisects a second-growth mixed forest. East of the
lake, highway runs through thecentre of thebroad, relatively flat, Eagle River valley.
The forested valley sides of thisvalley are often several kilometres away from the
highway. The valley contains thetown of Sicamous anda significant amount of
agriculture andresidential properties have altered a considerable amount of the natural
vegetation. The entire area is within two biogeoclimatic zones, the Interior CedarHemlock Zone (ICH) andthe Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir Zone (ESSF), but the
highway lies exclusively in the ICH Zone.
Because thehighway shares the valley bottoms with rivers and lakes, much of the habitat
traversed by the highway is riparian and represents some of thebest and rarest wildlife
habitat in theregion.
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3

Methods

Vegetation, wildlife and wildlife habitat conditions described in this report are based on
very limited existing information, a 1.5 day site reconnaissance survey conducted midOctober 1998, and preliminary results from habitat surveys carried out during late
October 1998. Much of the existing information was not available at the time of this
writing. For example, the regional habitat protection biologists were not prepared to
comment until they had a chance to review the material sent to them by the B.C. Ministry
of Transportation andHighways (BC MOTH). Furthermore, field work was conducted at
perhaps the worst possible time of theyear, after vegetation had died back and
herbaceous material had largely disappeared, afier many of the migrant birds had left, and
before wildlife tracks andmuch other sign was visible in the snow. Therefore, this report
needs to be interpreted with extreme caution and considered as preliminary pending
continued field studies and information review.
Habitat assessment field studies were based on forest cover maps. Each forest cover type
was sampled and nearly every forest cover polygon adjacent to theroad was visited in
order to document the habitat suitability for various animals. Although the broad cover
data and observational datacollected during the field survey forms the basis of this
report, formal analysis of the habitat data hasnot been completed and will be reported on
separately.
The primary existing sources of existing information were the Conservation Data Centre
for information on rare andendangered organisms and habitats, the B.C. Ministry of
Transportation and Highways(Mr. Len Sielecki) for datafrom the Wildlife Accident
Reporting System (WARS), and unpublished reports.
In order to rank the environmental sensitivity of each habitat or biological feature
identified as being of concern during highway upgrading, it was necessary to develop
criteria for determination ofenvironmental sensitivity. The following tablelists the
major criteria used to assesssensitivity levels. Note that the sensitivity rating of any area
could be reduced by the presence of other factors such as human disturbance, buffering
from thehighway corridor, or present deteriorated conditions.
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High
red/blue listed species
known to occur in area
known movement corridor

Medium

I Low

Suspectedpotential
movement corridor
wetland with limited or
constrained breeding habitat

wetland with waterbird
breeding habitat and few
constraints
riuarian forest with few
riparian forest with some
riparian forest with
limitations as general
limitations
considerable limitations
habitat for selected species
of wildlife
ungulate winter habitat
presence of “special”’
habitat sites
I
I
special habitat sites include,, bNut are not limited to, “permanent” (Le., reusable) nest sites,
mineral licks, wildlife trees, and staging areas.

tx

4

Results I Discussion

Table 11 identifies the known wildlife and wildlife habitat features that may be of
concern during highway upgrades between LKI 950-7.3 (Canoe) to LKI 960-32.0 (Taft
Road). The purpose of this section is to briefly describe those concerns and assess the
likely need for mitigation or the problems inherent in attempting mitigation. Each
concern in the tablehas been referenced with an Item Number which relates to the
following numbered paragraphs.
1.

The Conservation Data Centre has reported the presence of thyme-leaved spurge
(Euphorbia serpyllifolia) along the rocky shoreline of Shuswap Lake. The shoreline
lies north of the railway tracks and is unlikely to be affected by highway upgrading.

2.

During October 1998 reconnaissance surveys evidence of deer movement across the
highway was noted in this location. The extent of the movement is not known and it
is premature to suggest mitigation at thistime.

3.

Similar toItem 2.

4.

A small patch of riparian forest lies along the Eagle River and is used by deer and
likely by many species of birds, small mammals, and other species. The habitat is
within the town of Sicamous. If possible, the habitat shout be avoided.

-
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5.

Collision reports in the WARS database indicate that a significant number of deer
cross the highway in thislocation. Mitigation may be necessary in the form of
wider shoulders andpossibly overhead lighting.

6.

A stand of cottonwood occupiesthe area between the highway and the meander
channel of the Eagle River. This stand of trees provides valuable habitat for a
variety of wildlife and should be avoided.

7.

Collision reports in the WARS database indicate that a significant number of deer
cross the highway in this location. Note that this area of concern overlaps with
Items 6, 8 and 9. Mitigation actions have not been defined at this time.

8.

The highway bisects an open riparian forest that provides good quality habitat for
deer and many other species. Because the habitat lies on both sides of the highway,
it will not be possible to avoid further disturbance to this habitat during highway
widening. Compensation may be the only alternative if highway upgrades affect
this habitat.

9.

A stand of mixed wood forest occupies the area between the highway and a
meander of the Eagle River. This stand of trees provides valuable habitat for a
variety of wildlife and should be avoided.

IO.

Similar to Item 6 .

11

A shrub wetland exists on thesouth side of thehighway opposite the riparian
cottonwood forest across the highway. The wetland has already been affected by
logging in habitatsadjacent to it and by the current highway alignment. It is
unlikely that this wetland can be avoided by highway upgrading, and compensation
may be required by wetland creation in nearby areas.

12.

This wetland oxbow meander channel lies between the highway and therailway
tracks, and in fact is bisected by the railway tracks. It has high value as a wetland
for breeding birds and amphibiansand is likely used by a variety of vertebrate
species. The value of this habitat is increased by the presence of mature
cottonwood trees that surround the wetland. The habitat should be avoided.

13.

Similar to Item 12.

14.

Similar to Item 6.

15.

This small sedge wetland is surrounded with large black cottonwood trees. The
Mexican mosquito fern (Azollu mexicunu Presl), a provincially red-listed aquatic
fern, is abundant in the wetland. This habitat must be avoided. Avoidance of the
area is complicated by the fact that thehighway is currently adjacent to the railway
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tracks which abut the Eagle River. It may be necessary to bridge highway upgrades
over thewetland in order to protect the vegetation of this pond.
16. This small shrub wetland is located north of the railway tracks between the tracks

and the Eagle River and connects two stands of riparian forest. The wetland likely
used by breeding birds, furbearers and ungulates. This habitat is unlikely to be
affected by highway upgrading because it lies across the railway tracks and among
the meanders of theEagle River.
17. Acres International (1998) reported the presence of great blue heron rookeries near
an old Chevron gas station near Cambie citing Sandy MacDonald (MELP) as the
information source. He also noted that introduced hyacinths grew in an oxbow lake
nearby. This are should be avoided

18. This small shrub wetland is located north of the highway between the highway and
a meander of the Eagle River. It is bordered on the west by a logged area and
connects with another shrub wetland to the east. The wetland is of moderate
concern because of its likely use by breeding birds, furbearers and ungulates. It is
unlikely that thiswetland will be affected by highway upgrading because the
highway would likely be located away from the Eagle River.
19. Similar to Item 18.
20.

Collision reports in the WARS database indicate that a significant number of
ungulates cross the highway in this location. Mitigation actions have not been
defined at thistime.

21.

A large (over 200 ha) complex of wetlands and riparian forest occurs north of the
Eagle River. It is unlikely that any highway upgrading will occur in this area. If
relocation of the highway to the north side ofthe Eagle River were to occur, this
area should be avoided.

22.

This openriparian forest with scattered mature trees is located north of the highway
between the highway and a meander of the Eagle River. Some of themature trees
may be wildlife trees. Riparian forests are some of themost productive wildlife
habitats in theprovince and contain a diversity of wildlife species. They should be
protected from a biodiversity perspective. Therefore, this habitat should be avoided
if possible.

23.

Similar to Item 22.

24. This is a continuation of Item 23 onthe south sideof the highway, and contains
more shrubs and snags than Item 22. Similar to Item 22.
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25.

Similar to Item 24, but without wildlife trees.

26. This open water and sedge wetland was bisected by the highway and railway tracks.
It contains good habitat for waterbirds and other marsh-dwelling wildlife. Although
it will not be feasible to avoid the area during highway upgrading, consideration
should be given to bridging the upgrade over the wetland.
27.

A small oxbow containing open water and sedge is similar in habitat value to Item
26. The wetland lies along the south side of the highway just before the highway
crosses to the north side of the railway line. This habitat should be avoided.

28.

The small oxbow described in Item 27 lies within a larger shrubhedge wetland that
is surrounded with a riparian forest. The entire wetland complex provides breeding,
nesting and wintering habitat for a host of wildlife species and should be avoided,

29. The banks of Craigellachie Creek contain old growth forest which is significant
both in its habitat value for wildlife and because of the fact that much of the old
growth forest in the area has been logged. Loss of mature trees should be
minimized if the highway is upgraded in this area.
30.

The highway currently runs through a narrow strip ofyoung black cottonwood
forest with an diversity of ungulate browse species. Although this narrow band of
trees has limited value in itself, its location among the larger riparian forest of the
Eagle River valley elevates the suitability of thishabitat. Nevertheless, the forest to
the south ofthe highway lies between the highway and the railway tracks and a
significant amount oflogging has occurred to the north of the highway. Highway
upgrading in this areashould attempt to minimize the amountof this habitat
disturbed.

31.

Similar toItem 24.

32.

A small sedge-cattail wetland is present on the north side of the highway. This
wetland provides breeding and nesting habitat for marsh waterbirds and possibly
amphibians and should be avoided.

33.

Similar to Item 32.

34.

Similar to Item 32.

35. This matureblack cottonwood forest has high wildlife values primarily because of
the high wildlife diversity supported by this forest type. The area lies north of the
highway behind a frontage road with the railway tracks located south of the
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I

highway. The forest should be avoided if possible by using the land occupied by
the frontage road to themaximum extent.

I

.
.
m

36. A young black cottonwood forest with an diversity of ungulate browse species lies
north of the highway. Because the railway tracks are located immediately south of
the existing highway, it will be probably be necessary to impinge upon this habitat
if the highway is upgraded in this area. Highway upgrading in this area should
attempt tominimize the amount of this habitat that is disturbed.

37. South of the Eagle River, and well south of the highway, is a riparian forest and
shrub wetland with high capability for wildlife diversity. This area is unlikely to
affected by highway upgrading unless the alignment of the highway is changed to
lie south of the Eagle River. In this event, these habitats should be avoided.
38.

I

Similar to Item 37, but north of the Eagle River. Highway upgrading in this area
should avoid these habitats which lie along the south side of the highway.

I
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Table 11

Summary of wildlife, wildlife habitatand vegetation concerns and sensitivity ratings

Item Segment LKI LKIStop Hwy
side
Start
1
950
8.8
9.2
n

Concern
rare plant

h

2

950

20.0

n,s
deer

crossing

m

3

950

20.7

n,s
deer

crossing

m

4

950

26.5

27.2

n

riparian forest

m

5

950

26.8

27.0

n,s

deer crossing

h

6
7

960
960

2.1
2.3

2.7
3.6

n
n,s

riparian
deer crossing

m
h

8

960

2.7

2.8

n, s

riparianforest

m

9

960

3.4

3.7

n

riparian
forest

m

10
11

960
960

3.9
4.1

4.3
4.3

n

riparian
wetland

m
m

S
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Priority Comments
shoreline of Shuswao Lake has been
noted
to
provide habitat for thyme-leaved spurge
(Euphorbia seryllifolia) a blue-listed plant.
evidence of deer movement across highway at this
location during October 1998
evidence of deer movement across highway at this
location during October 1998
an isolated patch of black cottonwood/aspen
riparian forest with abundant shrub understory that
inludes forage species
deer movement across highway apparent from
WARS data
scattered large black cottonwood trees
deer movement across highway apparent from
WARS data
narrow strip of open riparian forest withabundant
shrub understory that inludes forage species near
the mouth of a creek
mixed riparian forest with abundant shrub
understory that inludes forage species
scattered large black cottonwood trees
shrub wetland and open riparian forest

e

I

I

I

Item
Segment
side
12
960
6.4

a

I

I

I

I

I

LKI LKI Stop Hwy

Concern
Priority

Start
5.9

n

wetland

h

n, s

wetland

h
m
h

7.1
960

6.7

14
15

960
8.0
960

7.6
8.27.7

n
S

riparian
wetland

16

960

9.39.1

n

wetland

1

17

960

10.5
10.3

n

heron rookery

h

17

960

11.1
10.9

n

wetland

m

18

960

11.6
11.4

n

wetland

m

19

960

33.5
11.7

n,s

h

20

960

17.9
17.1

n

ungulate
crossing
wetland

21
22
23

960
17.9
96020.9 20.6
960 21.3 20.6

n
n
S

riparian forest
riparian forest
riparian

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Comments

13

18.0

I

oxbow channel, graminoid wetland surrounded by
large black cottonwood trees
oxbow channel, graminoid wetland surrounded by
large black cottonwood trees
veteran scattered black cottonwood trees
small sedge wetland surrounded with large black
cottonwood trees: mexican mosquito fern (Azolla
mexicana Presl), provincially red-listed aquatic
fern, is abundant in the wetland
shrubisedge wetland surroundedlarge
with
trees N
of railway tracks
Acres International (1998) reported a heron
rookery and an oxbow lake with introduced
freshwater hyacinths
small shrubisedge wetland surrounded with large
trees
shrubisedge wetland surrounded with large trees

game
big
movement across highway apparent
from WARS data
1
large (over 200 ha) complex of wetlands and
riparian forest N of theEagle River
m
open riparian forest (veteran trees)
h
open riparian forest (veteran trees)
h
combination of open riparian forest (veteran trees
and snags) and shrubby areas
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Item
Segment
960 24

LKI LKI
Stop
Start
LL.
22.4
mm 3

Hwy
side

Concern

S

riparian

1
m
h
h

Priority Comments

25
26
21

960
960
960

22.9
24.4
24.4

22.9
24.5
24.9

n, s
S

wetland
wetland
wetland

28

960

25.4

25.5

n

old-growth

h

29

960

25.8

26.7

S

riparian forest

1

30

960

26.2

21.5

n

riparian

m

31
32
33
34
35

960
960
960
960
960

26.3
26.6
21.3
21.7
28.2

26.4
26.8
21.3
27.8
28.3

n
n
n
n
n

wetland
wetland
wetland
riparian forest
riparian forest

h
h
h
h
m

36

960

29.0

30.3

S

riparian

m

31

960

30.3

32.1

S

riparian

h

S

combination of open riparian
andforest
shrubby
areas
open water and sedge wetland
small oxbow open water and sedge wetland
shrublsedge wetland surrounded with large trees
banks of Craigellachie Creek: old-growth
Douglas-firhdcedariwestem hemlock forest
young black cottonwood dominated forest with
shrub understory that inludes forage species;
narrow strip, so has limited value
combination of open riparian forest and shrubby
areas
small sedgeicattail wetland
small sedgeicattail wetland
small sedgeicattail wetland
large-tree black cottonwood dominated forest
young black cottonwood with shrub understory
that inludes forage species
combination of open riparian forest and
shrubisedge wetlands on S side of Eagle River
combination of open riparian forest and
shrubisedge wetlands
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a

I

I

I

8

I

8

I

8

I

I

8

8

8

8

I

I

I

I

Table 12presents a s u m m a r y of the numbers of ungulates and bears that have been
reported killed on the highway since 1988. These data do not represent the actual
numbers killed because many of the animals killed do not end up on or near the road and,
therefore, are not likley to be reported. The data may be considered to be a rough index
of the extentof ungulate and bear mortality caused by automobile traffic, but because of
occasional approximations inlocations of kill sites the data should be examined over
several to many kilometres rather than a single kilometre. Furthermore, differences in the
detectability ofanimal carcasses along the highway due to steep terrain or dense
vegetation may result in an uneven index along the highway route. Nevertheless, when
interpreted with topographic features and field sign, useful conclusions can be drawn
regarding highway sections prone to wildlife-related accidents. The interpretation of
these has been presented above.
Table 12 Number of ungulates and bears reported killed per kilometre of highway per
year from 1988 - 1997

7

Segment

LKI

950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
950
960
960

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
0
1

Number of ungulates and bears
killed per year
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0

0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.1
0.1
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.0
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Segment
2

960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960

6

LKI

3
4
5

7
8

9
IO
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Number of ungulates and bears
killed per year
0.2
1.1
0.4
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.4
0.1
0.4
0.0
0. I

0.7
0.9
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.0
0.6
0.1
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Table 13 lists the species thatoccur in or near the study area that are considered tobe
vulnerable, threatened or endangered in British Columbia.
Table 13

RedandBlue Listed Vertebrates and Plantsin the Conservation Data
Centre Data Base for Canoe to Perry River.

Saecies

Location

Comments

Mammals
Blue List
Euderma Maculatum,
(Spotted Bat)

Bastion Mountain,
Sunnybrae

1995: seen "all summer" until 1995-1016. They fly from the cliff and use the
dry forest and farmland towards the
lake from the bluff.

Cambie:
2.7 !an W along
Trans- Canada
highway opposite
Solsqua Road
intersection
Sicamous:
Three hundred metre
W of Silver Sands
Road on S side of
Trans-Canada
highway.

In shallow water of oxbowlake.
Approximately 3 1 19 plants/square
metre.

Vascular Plants
Red List
Azolla Mexicana,
(Mosquito Fern)

~~~~~

In shallow water of oxbowlake.
Approximately 3 1 19 plantdsquare
metre.

~

Blue List
Euphorbia Serpyllifolia 1.6 Km East Of
Canoe On Shuswap
(Thyme-Leaved
Lake.
Spurge)
Stellaria Obtusa (Blunt-Mount Mara
Sepaled Starwort)

Common in moist rocky area along
shoreline.
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IC

B2

Taft Road toVictorLake

1 Introduction

The B.C. Ministry of Transportation and Highways is planning to upgrade various
sections of the Trans Canada
Highway between Cache Creek and the Alberta Border.
Upgrades and their locations have not yet been defined, but will include adding passing
or climbing lanes, improving highway alignment and design to reduce advisory speed
zones and, in somecases, improving the highway to four lanes. The nature of the
highway improvements that are contemplated may have environmental implications
including effectson wildlife, their habitats and on rare or endangered plants. In order to
facilitate future impact assessment and highway upgrade planning and design, it is
necessary to determine the existing state of the highway and the current resource issues
that may affect highway development. This report describes the existing conditions along
the Trans CanadaHighway from Taft Road to Victor Lake that are considered to be
environmentally senstive for vegetation and wildlife. As such, the focus was on the
existing highway and a narrow corridor on either side of the highway.

2

Study Area / Background

The study area extends from the intersection of the Trans CanadaHighway with Taft
Road to Victor Lake. The highway is located in a “U-shaped” valley with forested slopes
and a rich riparian valley bottom. The entire length of this segment of highway parallels
the Eagle River with extensive sedge wetlands, shrub wetlands, and hardwood and
mixedwood riparian forests. Two lakes, Griffen Lake and Three Valley Lake also occupy
the valley bottom. The entire area is within two biogeoclimatic zones, the Interior CedarHemlock Zone (ICH) and theEngelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir Zone (ESSF), but the
highway lies exclusively in the ICH Zone.
Because thehighway shares the valley bottoms with rivers and lakes, much of the habitat
traversed by the highway is riparian and represents some ofthe best and rarest wildlife
habitat in the region. Although the eastern portion of this segmentis likely limited as
ungulate winter habitat,the lower reaches of the Eagle River valley provide year-round
habitat for ungulates and a wide variety of other wildlife species.

3 Methods
Vegetation, wildlife and wildlife habitat conditions described in thisreport are based on
very limited existing information, a 1.5 day site reconnaissance survey conducted midOctober 1998, and preliminary results from habitat surveys carried out during late
October 1998. Much of theexisting information was not available at thetime of this
writing. For example, the regional habitat protection biologists were not prepared to
comment until they had a chance to review the material sent to them by the B.C. Ministry
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of Transportation and Highways (BC MOTH). Furthermore, field work was conducted at
perhaps the worst possible time of the
year, after vegetation had diedback and
herbaceous material had largely disappeared, after many of the migrantbirds had left, and
before wildlife tracks and much other sign
was visible in the snow. Therefore, this report
needs to beinterpreted with extremecaution and considered as preliminary pending
continued field studies and information review.
Habitat assessment field studies were based on forest cover maps. Each forest cover type
was sampled and nearly every forest cover polygon adjacent to the road was visited in
order to documentthe habitat suitability for various animals. Although the broad cover
data and observational data collected during the field survey forms the basis of this
report, formal analysis of the habitat data has not been completed and will be reported on
separately.
The primary existing sources ofexisting information were the Conservation Data Centre
for information on rare and endangered organisms and habitats, the B.C. Ministry of
Transportation and Highways (Mr. Len Sielecki) fordata from the Wildlife Accident
Reporting System (WARS), and unpublished reports.
In orderto rank the environmental sensitivity of each habitat or biological feature
identified as being of concern during highway upgrading, it was necessary to develop
criteria for determination ofenvironmental sensitivity. The following table lists the
major criteria used to assess sensitvity levels. Note that the sensitivity rating of any area
could be reduced by the presence of other factors such as human disturbance, buffering
from the highway corridor, or present deteriorated conditions.
High
red/blue listed species
known to occur in area
knownmovementcorridor

1 Medium

I Low
I

1 Suspectedpotential
movement corridor
wetland with limited or
constrained breeding habitat

wetland with waterbird
breeding habitat and few
constraints
riparian forest with few
riparian forest with some
riparian forest with
limitations
considerable
limitations
limitations as general
habitat for selected species
of wildlife
ungulate winter habitat
presence of “special”
habitat sites
-special habitat sites include, but are not limited to, ‘‘permanent’’ (i.e., reusable) nest sites,
mineral licks, wildlife trees, and staging areas.

I

I

m

I

I

m
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4 Results / Discussion
Table 14 identifies the known wildlife and wildlife habitat features that may be of
concern duringhighway upgrades between LKI 960-32.0 (Taft Road) and LKI 960-53.3
(Woods railroad overpass). The purpose of this section is to briefly describe those
concerns and assess thelikely need for mitigation or the problems inherent in attempting
mitigation. Each concern in the table has been referenced with an Item Number which
relates to the following numbered paragraphs.

1.

This mature black cottonwood forest has high wildlife values primarily because of
the high wildlife diversity supported by this forest type. The area lies north of the
Eagle River. Highway upgrading in this area should avoid these habitats which lie
along the southside of the highway.

2.

This mature black cottonwood and coniferous forest contains a number of snags,
some of which are likely to be used as wildlife trees. These is also an abundance of
browse and other forage species for ungulates and other wildlife. This habitat lies
between the highway and the railway tracks and should be avoided during highway
upgrading.

3.

These wetlands are likely used by a wide variety of wildlife and are enhancedby
their proximity to adjacent wetlands and riparian forests. This is a high value
wildlife area and is likely used for breeding by waterfowl and marsh birds and also
used by a variety of other birds, furbearers, bears, moose and deer. These wetlands
should be avoided.

4.

This large wetland lies across the channel of the Eagle River from the highway. It
is likely used extensively by moose, deer, bears, furbearers and a variety of nesting
birds. This area is not likely to be affected unless the highway is realigned to the
south sideof the Eagle River. The area should be avoided.

5.

The existing highway was built through a stand of riparian cottonwood forest and
isolated a small wetland and the tall cottonwood trees from the river channel lying
south ofthe highway. This small wetland is enhanced by it proximity to adjacent
wetlands and riparian forests. This is a high value wildlife area and is likely used
for breeding by waterfowl and marsh birds and also used by a variety of otherbirds,
furbearers, bears, moose and deer. Because the current highway runs between the
Eagle River channel and thismarsh with railroad track to thenorth, it may not be
possible to avoid this marsh during highway upgrades. If this is the case, creation
of additional marsh elsewhere would likely be adequate.
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6.

This mixed riparian forest is likely used by a variety of breeding birds, furbearers
and by ungulates. The large, veteran trees are potential wildlife trees. Because of
the diversity ofuse of thishabitat, it is rated as amoderate concern. The only viable
mitigation is avoidance, which may not be possible.

7.

South of the Eagle River andabout 200 m south of thehighway lies a small sedge
wetland with open water likely used by waterfowl and nesting marsh birds. It will
not be affected unless the highway is realigned south of the Eagle River.

8.

This small shrub wetland is located between the highway and the Eagle River and
connects two stands of riparian forest. The wetland is high concern because of its
likely use by breeding birds, furbearers and ungulates. The only viable mitigation is
avoidance which may not be possible.

9.

This open mixed riparian forest with extensive shrub cover is likely used by
breeding birds, furbearers and by ungulates. The large, veteran trees are potential
wildlife trees. Because this habitat occupies only a very narrow strip as the valley
narrows, it is rated as a lowconcern. Mitigation is unlikely to be necessary, but
additional investigation of the area should be conducted.

IO.

This shrubwetland is part of a large wetland complex that forms the Eagle River
floodplain. It is high priority wildlife habitat because of its use by many species
including moose, deer, bear, furbearers, and nesting birds, among others. A small,
shrub-lined oxbow north of the Eagle River channel is likely used by a few
waterfowl and nesting marsh birds. This high priority area should be avoided
during highway upgrading.

1I .

Similar to Item I O without the oxbow channel.

12. Along this meandering portion of the Eagle River, thick shrub cover provides cover
and security for grizzly and black bears while feeding on sockeye salmon moving
up the river during fall. There are likely also spring feeding opportunities for bears
in this area This high concern area is unlikely to be affected by highway upgrading
because of the high value fish habitat present in the Eagle River. The highway
should not encroach upon the shrubwetland as well.
13.

A small sedge oxbowis present nearthe highway with open water that is likely
used by waterfowl and marsh-nesting birds. Three hooded mergansers were
observed on this oxbowduring late October 1998. These high priority wetlands
should be avoided.

14. Similar to Item 13. Three mallards mergansers were observed on this oxbow during
late October 1998.
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15. The Eagle River is nearly adjacent to the highway at this location. Two dippers, a
mallard and two common ravens were observed here during late October 1998.
Many other species ofbirds and mammals are also likely to use this habitat.
Highway upgrading should not encroach upon this high priority habitat.

16. A small sedge oxbowis present about 200 m south of the highway with open water
that is likely used by waterfowl and marsh-nesting birds. Unless the highway
comdor is realigned to the south, this wetland should not be affected by highway
upgrading.

17. This mixed riparian forest is likely used by a variety of breeding birds, furbearers
and by ungulates. The large, veteran trees are potential wildlife trees. Because of
the diversity of use of this habitat, it is rated as a moderate concern. The only viable
mitigation is avoidance.
18.

Similar to Item 17 except the forest is located on the south side of the railroad tracks
and, therefore, is less likely to be affected by highway upgrading.

19. Similar to item 17.

20. There is a sedge-cattail marsh with open water south of the river and about 300 m
south of thehighway which is likely to be good breeding habitat for marsh-nesting
birds. This habitat will not be affected unless the highway alignment is changed in
this location.
21.

Similar to item 17 except the habitat value is somewhat limited by being isolated
between the lake and the highway and there did not appear to be any wildlife trees
present.

22.

A sedge marsh at thewestern edge of Griffin Lake provides habitat for some
waterbirds that use the lake. This area should be avoided during highway
upgrading.

23.

Similarto Item 17.

24. A small, shallow waterbody with shorelines consisting of sedge and cattail lies
south of the highway. This is one area that may support nesting by American
bittern which is onthe provincial blue list (Bennett et al. 1996). This is a high
concern area and should be avoided.
25.Similar

to Item 17.
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26. There is a sedge-cattail-shrub wetland with open water north of the river but about
200 m south of the highway which is likely to be good breeding habitat for marshnesting birds. This habitat will not be affected unless the highway alignment is
changed in thislocation.
27.

Smith (1 990) reported that deer and moose move from South Pass Creek down the
Eagle River valley in winter to avoid the deep snow that accumulates in the upper
creek valley. If this is so, then seasonal movement during spring and early winter
should be expected through this area. The timing and extent of this movement
needs to bedocumented before mitigation measures are considered.

28.

A small herd or mountain goats has been reported to occupy the hills above the
lodge at ThreeValley Lake at least during parts of some years (Smith 1990). The
occasional goat has even been seen on the highway. While mountain goats are not
expected to be a major concern, if blasting is conducted along the cliffs to the north
of the existing highway, it should not occur during the spring kidding period.

29.

A shrub andsedge wetland with openwater occurs north of the EagleRiver and is
likely to be used by waterfowl, marsh-nesting birds, bears and other species at
various times of year. This area would likely be affected by a highway route north
of Three Valley Lake. The only likely mitigation would be reconstruction of a
similar wetland elsewhere.

30. Avalanche chutes along the highway are likely used during spring by black and
grizzly bears scavenging carcasses of winter-killed animals and feeding on early
green-up of vegetation. The valley bottom is likely used by black and grizzly bears
during fall when they would likely feed on coho salmon. Bears have been reported
on the highway in this area, and would be expected to cross the highway
periodically. This is a high priority concern because of theblue-listed status of
grizzly bears in theprovince, the potential hazard to human safety, and the
significance of this area to bears. The only mitigation would involve avoiding
disturbance to the shrubwetland and riparian forest habitats in this area, and
ensuring that all garbage facilities are bear proof.

31.

Similar to Item 29.

32. A shrub wetland with a wet meadow area lies between the highway and the railroad
tracks. This area is likely used during spring by bears as well as a variety of other
species. It is of high concem because of the limited amount of meadows in this
area. The area shouldbe avoided.
33.

Similar toItem 29.

34.

Similar to Item 17.
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Table 14 Summary of wildlife, wildlife habitat and vegetation concerns and sensitivity ratings
Item Segment LKI
Start
960
30.3
1

LKI
Stop
32.1

Hwy
side

Concern

S

riparian

h

2

960

32.8

33.5

S

riparian forest

h

3

960

33.5

34.0

S

wetland

h

4

960

34.0

34.4

S

wetland

h

5
6

960
960

34.1
34.2

34.2
35.3

n

wetland
riparian forest

h
m

7

34.8
35.3
35.6

34.8
35.6
36.2

S

8
9

960
960
960

S

wetland
wetland
riparian forest

m
h
1

10

960

36.8

39.5

n

wetland

h

11
12

960
960

39.6
39.6

40.5
40.9

S

wetland
bear habitat

h
h

I

S

S

S

Priority Comments
combination
of
ouen riuarian forest and
shrubhedge wetlands
old black cottonwood dominated and coniferous
riparian forest with snags and abundant shrub
understory that inludes forage species
shrub wetland surrounded with large trees; a cutoff
part of a large wetland system in the floodplain of
Eagle River. The system includes shrub, sedge and
open water wetlands
large shrub riparian wetland surrounded by trees
shrub wetland surrounded with large trees
open mixed riparian forest and shrubs; large trees
present
sedge wetland, open water 200 m S of hwy
shrub wetland
young mixed riparian forest with abundant shrub
understory
large shrubisedgelcattail wetland; willows, spiraea,
alder; open water in oxbow channels
shrubhedge wetland; willows, spiraea, alder
potential spring and fall foraging area for black and
grizzly bears
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Item Segment LKI
LKI
Start side
Stop
960 13
39.8
39.8
14
960
39.9
39.9
15
960
40.0
40.2
960 16
40.0
40.1

Hwy

Concern

S

S

wetland
wetland
river
wetland

S
S

Priority Comments
h
sedge oxbow wetland, open water
hsedge
oxbow wetland, open water
h
riverbank adjacent to hwy
h
sedge oxbow wetland, open water 200 rn S of hwy

17

960

40.5

41.0

s

riparian forest

open
m

18

960

41.0

41.4

s

riparian forest

m

19

960

41.5

43.1

s

riparian forest

h

20

960

42.2

42.3

S

wetland

h

21

960

43.4

43.6

s

riparian forest

rn

22

43.6
43.5
960

S

lake

m

23

960

44.6

45.1

S

riparian

m

24

960

45.3

45.5

S

wetland

h

25

960

46.0

46.7

s

riparian forest

m

mixed riparian forest and shrubs; veteran trees
present
open mixed riparian forest S of the railway; veteran
trees present
open mixed riparian forestishrub understory that
inludes forage species; veteran trees present
sedge/cattail/shrub wetland
and
open water S of the
river, 300 m S of Hwy. It is surrounded by large
trees
open mixed riparian forestkhrub understory that
inludes forage species; veteran trees present
shallow coastline at the westernofend Griffin
Lake, sedges
open mixed riparian forestkhrub understory that
inludes forage species; shallow coastline; veteran
trees present
sedgekattail wetlandand open water, ca. 12 ha,at
the eastern end of Griffin Lake
open mixed riparian forestkhrub understory that
inludes forage species; veteran trees present
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#
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Item Segment LKI
Start
46.1
960
26

LKI
Stop
41.0

Hwy
side

Concern

S

wetland

h

ungulate
crossing
mountain
goats

h

Priority Comments

21

960

41.5

49.5

n,s

28

960

51.0

53.0

n

29

960

51.1

51.8

n

wetland

h

sedae/cattail/shrub wetland and open water. ca. 15
ha, N of the river, 200 m S of Hwy. It is surrounded
by large trees
seasonal movements of moose and deer may pass
through this area
a small herd of mountain goats have been seen on
the cliffsabove the lodge and there are reports of
goats on the highway
sedgeishrub wetland and open water N of the river

30

960

52.0

53.6

n,s

bear crossing

h

seasonal use of thisarea by black and grizzly bears

31

960

52.3

52.3

n

wetland

h

sedgekhrub wetland and open water N of the river

32
33

960
960

52.3
52.1

52.9
53.0

n
n

wetland
wetland

h
h

34

960

52.1

53.3

n

riparian forest

m

shrub wetland and meadows
sedge/shrub wetland and open water S and N of the
river
open mixed riparian forestkhrub understory that
includes forage species; veteran trees present

h

I
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Table 15 presents a summary of the numbers of ungulates and bears that have been
reported killed on the highway since 1988. These data do not represent the actual
numbers killed because many of the animalskilled do not end up on or near the road and,
therefore, are not likely to be reported. The data may be considered to be a rough index
of the extent ofungulate and bear mortality caused by automobile traffic, but because of
occasional approximations in locations of kill sites the data should be examined over
several to many kilometres rather than a single kilometre. Furthermore, differences in the
detectability of animal carcasses along the highway due to steep terrain or dense
vegetation may result in an uneven index along the highway route. Nevertheless, when
interpreted with topographic features and field sign, useful conclusions can be drawn
regarding highway sections prone to wildlife-related accidents. The interpretation of
these has been presented above.
Table 15 Number of ungulates and bears reported killed per kilometre of highway per
year from 1988 - 1997
Segment

LKI

960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Number of ungulates
and bears
killed per year
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
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Table 16 lists the species thatoccur in or near the study area that are consideredto be
vulnerable, threatened or endangered in British Columbia.
Table 16

Red and Blue Listed Vertebrates and Plants in the Conservation Data
Centre Data Base forPerry River to Victor Lake.

I Location

I Comments

Mammals
none
Vascular Plants
Blue List
Eagle River Canyon
Impatiens Aurella
(Orange Touch-Me-Not)

5 References
Smith, G. 1990. Wildlife concerns associated with proposed development of Highway
No. 1 in the Three Valley Lake area. Report prepared for B.C. Ministry of Transportation
and Highways by Glen Smith Wildlife Resource Consultant Ltd. 15 pages.
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B3

Victor Lake to Mount Revelstoke National Park West Gate

1 Introduction
The B.C. Ministry of Transportation and Highways is planning to upgrade various
sections of the Trans Canada Highway between Cache Creek and the Alberta Border.
Upgrades and their locations havenot yet been defined, but will include adding passing
or climbing lanes, improving highway alignment and design toreduce advisory speed
zones and, in some cases, improving the highway to four lanes. The nature of the
highway improvements that are contemplated may have environmental implications
including effectson wildlife, their habitats and on rare or endangered plants. In order to
facilitate future impact assessment and highway upgrade planning and design, it is
necessary to determine the existing state of the highway and the current resource issues
that may affect highway development. This report describes the existing conditions along
the Trans Canada Highway from Victor Lake to Mount Revelstoke National Park that are
considered to be environmentally senstive for vegetation and wildlife. As such, the focus
was on the existing highway and a narrow corridor on either side of thehighway.
2

Study Area I Background

The study area extends from the Woods railroad overpass west of Victor Lake and the
west gate of Revelstoke National Park. The area encompasses the headwaters of the
Eagle River, the entire Tonkawatla River system, and the lower Illecillewaet River
Valley. For the mostpart, the highway runs through the bottom of deeply incised valleys
although at times climbing thesouth-facing in thebroader Illecillewaet River valley. The
entire area is within two biogeoclimatic zones, the Interior Cedar-Hemlock Zone (ICH)
and the Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir Zone (ESSF), but the highway lies exclusively
in the ICH Zone.
Because the highway shares the valley bottoms with riversand lakes, much of thehabitat
traversed by the highway is riparian and represents some of the best and rarest wildlife
habitat in the region. Both the Tonkawatla River valley, and the lower Illecillewaet River
valley are side valleys ofthe Columbia River which contains someof the best wildlife
habitat in the province. Much of the very best habitat along the Columbia River was lost
when dams were constructed for hydro-electric power, but significant wildlife
populations remain in the area.
3

Methods

Vegetation, wildlife and wildlife habitat conditions described in this report are based on
very limited existing information,a 1.5 day site reconnaissance survey conducted midOctober 1998, and preliminary results from habitat surveys carried out during late
October 1998. Much of the existing information was not available at thetime of this
writing. For example, the regional habitat protection biologists were not prepared to
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comment until they had a chance to review the material sent to them by the B.C. Ministry
of Transportation and Highways (BC MOTH). Furthermore, field work was conducted at
perhaps the worst possible time of the year, after vegetation had died back and
herbaceous material had largely disappeared, after many of the migrant birds had left, and
before wildlife tracks and much other sign was visible in the snow. Therefore, this report
needs to be interpreted with extreme caution and considered as preliminary pending
continued field studies and information review.
Habitat assessment field studies were based on forest cover maps. Each forest cover type
was sampled and nearly every forest cover polygon adjacent to the road was visited in
order to document the habitat suitability for various animals. Although the broad cover
data andobservational data collected during the field survey forms the basis of this
report, formal analysis of the habitat data has not been completed and will be reported on
separately.

The primary existing sources of existing information were the Conservation Data Centre
for information on rare and endangered organisms and habitats, the B.C. Ministry of
Transportation and Highways (Mr. Len Sielecki) for data from the Wildlife Accident
Reporting System (WARS), and unpublished reports.
In order to rank the environmental sensitivity of each habitat or biological feature
identified as being of concern during highway upgrading, it was necessary to develop
criteria for determination of environmental sensitivity. The following table lists the
major criteriaused to assess sensitvity levels. Note that thesensitivity rating of any area
could bereduced by the presence of other factors such as human disturbance, buffering
from the highway corridor, or present deteriorated conditions.
High
red/blue listed species
known to occur in area
known movement
conidor
wetland with waterbird
breeding habitat and few
constraints
forest with few
limitations as general
habitat for selected
species of wildlife
ungulate winter habitat
presence of “special”’
habitat sites

I Medium
I

I Low

1

I Suspectedpotential
movement corridor
wetland with limited or
constrained breeding habitat
riparian forest with some riparian
riparian forest with
considerable limitations
limitations
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‘special habitat sitesinclude, but are not limited to, “permanent” (is., reusable) nest sites,
mineral licks, wildlife trees, and staging areas.

4 Results
Table 17 identifies the known wildlife and wildlife habitat features that may be of
concern during highway upgrades between LKI 960-53.3 (Woods railroad overpass) and
LKI 975-18.3 (the west gate ofRevelstoke National Park). The purpose of this section is
to briefly describe those concerns and assess the likely need for mitigation or the
problems inherent in attempting mitigation. Each concern in the table has been
referenced with an Item Number which relates to the following numbered paragraphs.
1. Avalanche chutes along the highway are likely used during spring by black and
grizzly bears scavenging carcasses of winter-killed animals and feeding on early
green-up of vegetation. The valley bottom is likely used by black and grizzly bears
during fall when they would likely feed on coho salmon. Bears have been reported on
the highway in this area, and would be expected to cross the highway periodically.
This is a high priority concern because of the blue-listed status ofgrizzly bears in the
province, the potential hazard to human safety, and the significance of this area to
bears. The only mitigation would involve avoiding disturbance to the shrub wetland
and riparian forest habitats in this area, and ensuring that all garbage facilities are bear
proof.

2. The shrub wetlandsand open forest in this area lies south of the railroad tracks and,
therefore, is not likely to be affected by highway upgrades. As a result, it is identified
as a moderate concern. The habitat is likely to be used by a variety of wildlife
including breeding birds, furbearers and ungulates.
3. This mixed riparian forest is likely used by a variety of breeding birds, furbearers and
by ungulates. The large, veteran trees are potential wildlife trees. Because of the
diversity of use of thishabitat, it is rated as amoderate concern. The only viable
mitigation is avoidance.

4. Similar to Item 3 without the veteran trees.
5. This area was previously identified by Smith (1 990) as anungulate crossing area.
Because of the presence of Victor Lake, there is little in the way of mitigation that is
likely to be practical. Signage is, perhaps, the only option. Highway barriers in this
portion of thehighway should be avoided.
6 . The sedge wetlands on both ends of Victor Lake are likely used by breeding
waterbirds. They should be avoided if possible.

7. Similar to Item 4.
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8. A shrub wetland with a small shallow lake lies between the highway and the railroad
tracks. This area is likely used extensively by breeding birds and furbearers as well as
a variety of other speciesincluding ungulates. It is of high concern because of the
limited amountof wetlands in this area and the high degree of use made ofwetlands,
especially for breeding. The area should be avoided.
9. Similar to Item 4.
10 Small-flowered willowherb (Epilobium leprocarpum), a blue-listed plant species, has
been reported in the Conservation Data Centre data base from the shady rock ledges
on theperpendicular cliffs above Clanwilliam Lake on the south sideof the highway.
Site visits were conducted too late to check for thepresence of this speciesnear the
highway. A thorough examination of the highway area should be conducted before
any highway upgrading takes place in this area.
11. This very small shrub wetland is located on the north side of thehighway. Although
small, it is enhanced by its adjacency to a riparian mixed forest. It is likely to have
high animal diversity and should be avoided.
12. Similar to Item 4.

13. Similar toItem 2, but of higher concern because of the potential for the need to
relocate the railroad tracks to allow highway upgrades in this area.
14. Wetask Lake occurs onthe south side of the railroad tracks, but in an are where these
tracks may need to be relocated to allow highway upgrades. Wetask Lake is a
shallow waterbody with shorelines consisting of sedge and cattail. This is one area
that may support nesting by American bittern which is on theprovincial blue list
(Bennett et al. 1996). This is a high concern area and shouldbe avoided.
15. This small wetland area is located next to a logged forest which has reduced the
attractiveness of the marsh to wildlife. As a result, it was assigned a medium concern
rating and should be avoided during highway upgrades.

16. This area was identified by Bennett et al. (1996) as a movement corridor for
ungulates. However, because of the number of private properties in the area,
mitigation will be difficult. Further field studies are required to determine the extent
of crossing in this area and
the need for fencing and crossing structures.
17. This riparianforest is likely used by a wide variety of wildlife including breeding
birds, furbearers, small mammals and ungulates. It is of moderate concern and should
be avoided if possible.
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18. Preliminary field observations indicated movement by deer and moose acrossthe
highway at thislocation following Bridge Creek. The extent of the movement is not
known and it is premature to suggest mitigation.

19. Bridge Creek consists of young mixed riparian forest used by ungulates and likely
also used by a variety of birds and furbearers. It is likely used as a corridor
connecting riparian habitats along the Illecillewaet River with upland habitats through
a growing urban environment. Because of its potential importance as a corridor,
consideration should be given to the nature and extent of passage under the highway
at thiscreek crossing.
20. Preliminary field observations indicated movement by moose and bear across the
highway in this area. Theextent of the movement is not known and it is premature to
suggest mitigation.
21. This young,mixed riparian forest lies in a narrow strip between the highway and the
Illecillewaet River. The major concern with potential removal of this strip offorest is
the removal of a corridorconnecting habitats in Items 22 and 23, below, with forests
to the west. In doing so, more animals using those habitats may be forced to cross the
highway.
22. This patch of willow along the shore ofthe Illecillewaet River is excellent habitat for
moose, especially considering its juxtapositionwith the neighbouring cottonwood
stand (Item 24, below) and the upland, south-facing mixed forests across the highway.
This willow stand is also important because it stabilizes the depositional bank of the
Illecillewaet River. This riparian area should be avoided.
23. This stand of cottonwood contains some large trees and is likely to support a diversity
of wildlife. It contains a large, burned, hollow, cottonwood snag used as a wildlife
tree by woodpeckers. Highway upgrading should avoid or at least minimize loss of
this forest stand.
24. This small shrub and sedge wetland was apparently either created or isolated by
construction of the existing highway. It contains an abundance of dead trees, some of
which are used as wildlife trees. Mitigation is likely to be implemented through
wetland creation elsewhere.

25. At the base of the embankment on which the current highway is perched extends a
long, narrow shrub wetland with scattered trees and snags. The wetland lies along a
road which runs adjacent to the Illecillewaet River. Several of the snags show use by
wildlife including woodpecker nests and feeding sign. This area should be avoided.
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26. In the same area as Item 26, preliminary field observations indicated movement by
moose and possibly caribou across the highway in this area. The extentof the
movement is not known and itis premature to suggest mitigation.
27. A series of wildlife trees are present within 50 m south of the highway and scattered
along 2 kilometres. These trees, and a buffer area around them, should be retained. If
this is not possible, new snags should be created by girdling for potential use in the
future.
28. A willow and sedge wetland lies about 200 m south of the highway and is unlikely to
be affected by highway upgrading. The wetland contains valuable habitat, but
because it is removed from the highway, it is considered to be only a moderate
concern.
29. This wetland complex contains some wildlife trees and a diversity of riparian
conditions suitablefor a variety of wildlife. The wildlife trees should be preserved
(or replaced) and the biodiversity values of the habitat kept intact.
30. Similar to Item 21 with the connection being to Hanner Lake.
3 1. Hanner Lake is an extensive wetland with an abundance of dead trees of lowwildlife
value. The area is likely used by moose, furbearers and breeding birds. The wetland
has already been affected by a large fill for the existing highway which has already
been upgraded to four lanes. It is unlikely that hrther upgrading would be necessary
in this area.
32. Similar to item 30.
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Table 17 Summary of wildlife, wildlife habitat and vegetation concerns and sensitivity ratings
Item Segment
1

Hwy Concern
side

LKI

960

LKI
Start
Stop
53.3

56.1

n,s

bear crossing

h

960

53.4

54.6

S

riparian

m

960

54.6

55.9

S

riparian forest

m

960

55.9

56.4

S

riparian forest

m

960

56.1

51.4

n,s

m

960

56.4

56.8

S

ungulate
crossing
wetland

m

960

56.6

57.0

n

riparian forest

m

960

56.8

57.4

S

wetland

h

960

51.4

51.6

S

riparian forest

m

Priority Comments
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seasonal use of this area by black and grizzly
bears
shrub wetlands and open forest S of railway
tracks
open mixed riparian forestkhrub understory
that inludes forage species; veteran trees
present
open mixed riparian forestkhrub understory
that inludes forage species
previously identified ungulate crossing
location
Victor Lake: steep artificial bank; shallow
eastern and western ends with small sedge
wetlands
open mixed riparian foresthhrub understory
that inludes forage species, abundant
dogwood
shrub wetland; shallow lake littoral on the
western end
mixed riparian forest

s

I

8

Item Segment
58.1

975

LKI
Start
Stop

10

59.0

11
12
13

960
960
960

59.2
59.2
60.0

14

960

61.8
61.4

15
16

960
960

64.9
67.3

17

960

70.370.1

18

975

4.2

19

LKI

4.5

4.2

59.2
59.5
61.4

65.0
69.3

Hwy Concern
side
S

Priority Comments
rare plant

h

wetland
riparian forest
wetland

h
m
h

wetland

h

wetland
ungulate
crossing
riparian forest

m
h

ungulate
crossing
riparian forest

m

m

m

shady rock ledges on perpendicular cliffs
above Clanwilliam Lake have been noted to
provide habitat for small-flowered
willowherh (Epilobium leptocarpum) a bluelisted plant.
shrub wetland
riparian mixed forest
shrub wetland with willows, hardhack and
alder S of railway tracks, at times>50m from
the Hwy
Wetask Lake: sedgekattail wetland, shallow
coastline: potential for nesting of American
Bittern
small shrubhedge wetland
previously identified ungulate crossing
location
black cottonwood dominated open forest;
signs of browsing by ungulates
evidence of ungulate movement across
highway at this location during October 1998
narrow strip of mixed young riparian forest at
Bridge Cr. (aspen, redcedar, and hemlock)
with abundant shrubs
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Item Segment

LKI
Start

5.091520

8.3

LKI
Stop
7.2

Hwyside

Concern

Priority Comments

n,s

big game
crossing

evidence
of
m

9.1

S

21

975

22
23
24

975 9.4 9.1
975 9.9 9.4
915 10.510.1

25

915

10.3

11.3

S

26

975

10.5

11.4

n,s

21

975

11.1

13.0

S

28

915

12.9

13.2

S

29

915

14.0

15.3

S

30

915

15.3

15.7

S

S
S

n

ungulate and bear movement
across highway at this location during
October 1998
riparian forest
I
narrow strip of mixed young riparian forest
with patches of shrubs
h
willow wetland
wetland
h
black cottonwood dominated forest
riparian forest
h
small
shrub and sedge wetland, abundant
wetland
dogwood, snags
wetland
h
shrub wetland with scattered trees and snags,
mainly redcedar and black cottonwood;
abundant dogwood
ungulate evidence
ofm
ungulate movement across
crossing
highway at this location during October 1998
wildlife trees
h
several wildlife trees interspersed amongst
the mixture of young hemlock-redcedar forest
and remnant old-growth conifers, mainly
hemlock
wetland
m
willow and sedge wetland with scattered
black cottonwood trees 200 m S of Hwy
riparian
a h
large complex
shrub
andof
sedge wetlands,
and riparian black cottonwood dominated or
mixed forest with veteran trees and snags
riparian forest
m
young mixed riparian forest
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8

#

a

8

8

I

4

8

8

I

I

t

e

e

e

L

#

8

Item Segment
31

975

LKI
Start
16.2

32

975

16.0

LKI
Stop
16.5

17.1

Hwy Concern
side

Priority Comments

S

wetland

h

S

riparian forest

h

Hanner Lake: a shrub and sedge wetland and
a lake ca. 10 ha surrounded by trees and
snags
young mixed riparian forest
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Table 18 presents a summary of the numbers of ungulates and bears that have been
reported killed on the highway since 1988. These data donot represent the actual
numbers killed because many of the animalskilled do not end up on or near the road and,
therefore, are not likley to be reported. The data may be considered to be a rough index
of the extent ofungulate and bear mortality caused by automobile traffic, but because of
occasional approximations in locations of kill sites thedata should be examined over
several to many kilometres rather than a single kilometre. Furthermore, differences in the
detectability of animal carcasses along the highway due to steep terrain or dense
vegetation may result in an uneven index along the highway route. Nevertheless, when
interpreted with topographic features and field sign, useful conclusions can be drawn
regarding highway sections prone to wildlife-related accidents. The interpretation of
these has been presented above.
Table 18 Number of ungulates and bears reported killed per kilometre of highway per
year from 1988 - 1997.
Segment
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
960
975
975
975
975
975

54

58

64

68
70

LKI

55
56
57
59

62

65
66
67

Number of ungulates and bears
killed per year
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.2
0.3

69
71
0
1

2
3

0.1
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.5
0.0
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Segment

LKI

915
975
975
975
975
915
915
975
915
915
915
915
975
975

5
6
7
8
9

IO
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Number of ungulates and bears
killed per year
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.0
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Table 19 lists the species that occur in or near the study area that are considered tobe
vulnerable, threatened or endangered in British Columbia.
Table 19

5

Red and Blue Listed Vertebrates and Plants in the Conservation Data
Centre Data Base for Victor Lake to Mt. Revelstoke Park.

References

Bennett, S., P. Corbett and T. Ehlers. 1996. Fisheries/wildlife habitat assessment of the
Trans Canada Highway upgrade west of Revelstoke. Report prepared for forB.C.
Ministry of Transportation and Highways by Mirkwood Ecological Consultants Ltd.,
Winlaw, B.C. 40 pages.
Smith, G. 1990. Wildlife concerns associated with proposed development of Highway
No. 1 in the Three Valley Lake area. Report prepared for B.C. Ministry of
Transportation and Highways by Glen Smith Wildlife Resource Consultant Ltd. 15
pages.
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Section C:

C1:

Mount Revelstoke National Park West Gate to Yoho National Park
West Boundary
Prepared by Manning, Cooper and Associates

Mount Revelstoke National Park West Gate to Donald

1 Introduction
Manning, Cooper and Associates (MCA) was retained by the Ministry of Transportation
and Highways (MOTH) to provide ongoing assessments of wildlife and wildlife habitat
sensitivities along the Trans Canada Highway corridor from Mt. Revelstoke National
Park to Yoho National Park. The first phase of this project includes provision of an
overview of wildlife and wildlife habitat sensitivities that will assist the early planning
and designphase of potential highway upgrades. This report provides an overview of
existing wildlife and wildlife habitat conditions for the Trans Canada Highway corridor
from Mount Revelstoke National Park to Donald.

2

Study Area / Background

The study area included the Trans Canada Highway corridor from Mount Revelstoke
National Park East Gate to Donald, but excluding Glacier National Park. Highway
segments included in the study area were as defined in the MOTH’S Corridor
Management Plan and included Segment 0975 (LKI range 30.55-48.35) and Segment
0985 (LKI range 0.0 - about 31 S). MOTH instructed us to confine our assessments toa
100 m wide corridor centred on the existing highway, unless new alignments were
proposed by MOTH or UMA.
3

Methods

3.1 General
We assessed wildlife and wildlife habitat sensitivities through a combination of :
0
0

0

0

Reviews of existing literature and data
Sitevisits
Reviews of existing mapping (TRIM, NTS topographical, airphotos) provided by the
design engineers or MOTH.
Discussions with approved government agency personnel

Reviews of existing information revealed that little information exists forwildlife or
wildlife-related issues along this part of the TCH corridor. Conversely, substantial
amounts of information is available for thetwo national parks (Mount Revelstoke and
Glacier) that are adjacent to the study area. Consequently, discussions with national park
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biologists and extrapolationsof information from reports which confine their findings to
the national parks wererequired to provide an overview of somewildlife-related issues.
Site visits wereconducted on 8-1 1 November 1998, and 15 December 1998. During site
visits we drove the highway and documented noteworthy wildlife habitat features,
assessed the landscape for potential movement corridors for large mammals such as
ungulates and carnivores, recorded all wildlife observed, and mapped the extent of
wetlands. riparian areas, and wildlife trees. We also walked certain areas that were
thought to be ungulate crossing sites and checked for signs of ungulates and presence of
game trails. In addition, we rated the proposed new passing or climbing lanes for their
impact on wildlife or wildlife habitat.
MOTH had indicated to us that the potential for collision with large mammals was a
major concern along this section of the TCH. We therefore, assessed MOTH’S Wildlife
Accident Reporting System (WARS) database to help identify “roadkill” hotspots along
the TCH. The WARS database includes records of road-killed animals reported to MOTH
by highways maintenance contractors or MOTH personnel. Data from 1988-1997 were
included in the analysis. Animals reported tend to be large and conspicuous (moose, elk,
deer, bears, bighorn sheep, mountain goats, coyotes, porcupines). Smaller animals and
birds are seldomreported. Since roadkill hotspots became evident during a preliminary
analysis, during site visitswe attempted to correlate the WARS database with landscape
features such as sidevalleys, wetlands, cliffs, winter range, river crossings, slope etc. that
would help identify the boundaries of movement corridors.
WARS data arepresented on the photomosaics as the number of animalsestimated to be
k i l l e W y e a r , e.g. ( 3 ) means that an estimated 3 large mammals are killed along that
particular km of the TCH each year. Since the precise location of road-killed animals is
not reported (usually the nearest km mark or significant landmark is used as a location
reference), the number reported for each km of the TCHmay or may not be accurate. In
addition, we had to correlate the LKI system to thekm noted on the record, and numerous
records containedno locality reference so were discarded.
3.2 Criteria for wildlife/wildlife habitat sensitivity ratings
In general, highway sections (within defined LKI ranges) for which WARS data indicated
an estimated kill rate for large mammals of >2 k i l l s h d y r were rated high; sections with
an estimated kill rate of 1-2 kills/km/yr were rated moderate, and sections with an
estimated kill rate of < 1 kill/km/yr were rated low. Estimated kill rates were determined
by counting the numberof reported kills for a highway segment during the period 1988 to
1997, multiplyingby a standardized factor of 5 (asestimated by MOTH), and dividing by
the number of km (variable) and the number of years for which data were assessed (10).
However, in all cases wetried to correlate WARS data with topography and existing
information on locations of movement comdors, specific crossing sites, andwinter
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ranges. If a landscape feature was present that suggested a higher (e.g., a side valley) or
lower (e.g., very steep, unstable slope) potential we may have raised or lowered a rating
accordingly. In addition, if previous reports, other data or personal communications
suggested a higher or lower rating was warranted, we would modify the rating.
If moose, elk,or bears were killed relatively often compared to deer then wemay give the
section a higher rating. This factor was considered to be especially important in the UMA
study area, as a relatively high proportion of roadkills involved moose and hears
compared to other parts of the TCH (Donald to Yoho National Park) studied by MCA.
We therefore gave some sections a high or moderate sensitivity rating for potential
vehicle/large mammal collisions with relatively lower rates of kills based on WARS data
than for those other parts of the TCH.
In most cases we thought we could reasonably predict the boundaries of the subsections
which had lowimodihigh potential collision potential, although more data would be
helpful in some areas. Therefore we rated subsections of each corridor segment for
wildlife collision potentials. These subsections were not predetermined (such as every km
or every 10 km), but were subjectively established based on a combination of WARS
data, other data and literature, assessment of topography, known usage by large
mammals, and general habitat quality. These ratings may or may not correlate well with
the notations of animals killed/km/year which are on the photomosaics.
Wildlife habitat sensitivity was rated after considering the habitat type, the extent of the
habitat, the general quality of the habitat, the habitat’s relative rarity within the study area
and Region 3, and the species of wildlife known or thought likely to occur there. In
general, high sensitivity ratings were given to large and/or productive wetlands,
significant riparian areas (very rare along the TCH corridor in this study area), known
critical habitats for Red and Blue-listed wildlife, sites used for nesting by raptors (e.g.,
Bald Eagle, Osprey) and Great Blue Heron, ungulate mineral licks, important ungulate
winter range, or documented sites for rare plants or plant communities.
A moderate rating was given to small, fragmented, or less productive wetlands, small
groups of wildlife trees, and potential habitat for Red and Blue-listed wildlife. A low
rating was given to very small and unproductive wetlands and relatively poor quality
wildlife trees.
Since a split bar format for environmental sensitivities on the photomosaic is not used,
overlapping sensitivities (such as lowfor wildlife collision potential and high for wildlife
habitat) are impossible to show onthe photomosaic. Therefore, in all cases the highest
rating will be mapped. Details on limits of various sensitivities along the corridor, with
stated LKI ranges, are presented in thetext.
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4

Results I Discussion

4.1 Results
Site specific conditions (for mapping), Segment 0975

H

44.0 to 48.35

Both

Mountain Caribou year round range
but potential for ungulate-vehicle
collision low
Poten. for grizzly bear-vehicle
collision

Low

Description of site specific conditions, Segment 0975

A. (30.5 to 32.8) Data are scant but topography of the Woolsey Creek drainage suggests
a possible movement corridor for ungulates during spring and fall migration. WARS
data suggest alow potential for ungulatdvehicle collisions.

B. (3 1.1 to 33.0) Preliminary reviews of existing data suggested that there may be
Mountain Goat winter range along steeprocky bluffs on the north side of Albert
Canyon, just west of Canyon. These bluffs run along the TCH forabout 2 km. During
a site visit, it appeared that the cliffs could be used by goats, but none were observed.
However, discussionswith national parks biologists revealed that these cliffs are
apparently not used by goats (John Woods pers. comm.). Important goat winter
habitat does occur nearby along the south-flowing Tangier River (Acres 1998; John
Woods pers. comm.). Goats use the south facing cliffs west of the Tangier River, but
these goats areblocked from the TCH by the Illecillewaet River, north of about LKI
34.5; apparently goats do not cross the TCH inthis area (John Woods pers. comm.).
Therefore, the cliffs were judged to have nil value as potential mountain goat habitat.

C. D.(33.0 to 33.4 N, 32.8 to 33.6 S) Highvalue riparian habitat on both sides ofthe
TCH. Mixed black cottonwood, trembling aspen, and paper birch stand. Thenorth
side is better quality wildlife habitat, as trees seem larger and the stand is wider, than
on the southside. Numerous woodpecker nest cavities noted including those of the
Pileated Woodpecker. Potential for cavity-nesting owls such as Northern Pygmy Owl
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or Barred Owl. Also probable high nesting songbird diversity, and good spring
foraging habitat for ungulates and bears. This localized riparian habitat is also
associated with a stretch ofthe TCH which has a relatively high rate ofbear road kills
(see below).
This stand is by far the best riparian habitat within a 100 m wide corridor adjacent to
the TCH within the UMA working area between MRNP East Gate and Donald, and is
also the highest quality riparian habitat within the MCA working area east to Yoho
National Park. As riparian habitat is quite rare along the TCH corridor in this region
retention is advisable.
E. (32.8 to 36.5) Four black bears reported killed between LKI 3 1 and 34 (approx.,
WARS 1998), roughly corresponding to Canyon Hotsprings area and the high quality
riparian stand mentioned above. Disturbed habitats near Canyon, garbage associated
with Canyon, and roadside attractants may correlate with bear road kills. In addition,
John Woods (ParksCanada) confirmed that the area near the mouth of the Tangier
River is a hotspot for black bear road kills, although the entire TCH from MRNP to
GNP apparently has significant black bear road-kill mortality.

F. (35.0 to 36.5) Topography of northkouth Tangier River drainage suggests a possible
ungulate movement corridor during spring and fall migration, but data are lacking to
confirm.
G. (35.5 to 48.35) Mountain Caribou reside year round to the north of the TCHfrom the
MRNP East Gate toGlacier National Park West Gate, but especially east of the
Tangier River (LKI 35.5). The Mountain Caribou is a Blue-listed ungulate which has
several significant conservation concerns attached to most populations. These include
1) fragmentation and reduction of old-growth coniferous forest through logging which
reduces the amount andquality of foraging, thermal, and escapehabitat; 2) increased
predation rates related to habitat fragmentation of habitat; and 3) barriers to migration
posed by highways, railways, or other human development. Individuals in this
resident herd are known to come down to the
highway from the north side, but
apparently rarely cross the TCH (John Woods, pers. comm.). Crossings of theTCH,
when they do occur, usually occur near Rogers Pass in Glacier National Park (John
Woods, pers. comm.). Although potential for vehicleicaribou collision is low,
additional barriers to passage may negatively impact long term population dynamics
for thispopulation. As the issue is very complex, a multi-agency approach to
managing impacts on the caribou population, of a future 4 lane highway that runs the
length of the UMA study area, may be required.
H. (44.0 to 48.35) Slides onmountain sides onboth sides of TCHprovide moderately
good grizzly bear habitat near the TCH, suggesting that crossings may occur along
this stretchadjacent to the west gate of Glacier National Park. However, relative
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numbers of grizzly bears compared to other large mammals are lowso the potential
for vehicle/grizzly bear collisions is low.
Site specific conditions (for mapping), Segment 0985
Item

LKIRange

I

0.0to 5.4

J
K

3.85
4.9
5.4 to 11.0

L

Hwy
Side
Both
N
S
Both

Environmental Constraint
Potential for ungulate-vehicle collision
Wildlife tree
Wildlife tree
Potential for ungulatdbear-vehicle

Level
Low
Low
Low
Moderate

Description of site specific conditions, Segment 0985

(0.0to 5.4) Relatively low potential for ungulate-vehicle collisions. WARS (1998)
data indicate about 0.2 roadkillshdyear for thefirst 5 LKI km east of Glacier
National Park. However, within GNP, from the East Gate west to about 11 k m , the
TCH parallels the Beaver River andmany moose (Reid Crowther 1994) and black
bears (Munro 1997) arekilled. For moose, it is thought that most of the individuals
that winter there are eventually killed by vehicles (J. Woods pers. comm.). The part of
TCH segment 0985discussed here which is out of the park seems tohave much lower
mortality rates, probably because the TCH moves upslope as it leaves the GNP,
leaving thevalley floor of the Beaver River Valley.
(3.85) Significant Class 2 wildlife tree on north side beside TCH. A large, old black
cottonwood with a broken top. Woodpecker feeding sign and potential for cavitynesting birds or cavity-using furbearers.

K. (4.9) Significant Class 2 wildlife tree on south sidebeside TCH. A large, old black
cottonwood with a broken top. Woodpecker nesting cavity and potential for other
cavity-nesting birds or cavity-using furbearers.
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L. (5.4 to 11.0) Moderate potential for ungulatebear-vehicle collisions. WARS (1998)
data indicate about 0.4 roadkillskndyear, about twice the rate as the previous section,
and most of the kills are expected to be moose or elk. We expect road kills to increase
as the TCHapproaches the Quartz Creek drainage, which is likely a major ungulate
movement corridor.
M. (1 1.0 to 16.0) High potential for ungulate-vehicle collisions. WARS (1998) data
indicate about 0.8 roadkillskndyear over the last 10 years. The topography and
habitat characteristics of the Quartz Creek (LKI 13.3) drainage suggests a major
ungulate movement corridor, especially for moose. Several small drainages to the
west of QuartzCreek, more gentle slopes, and swampy areas east to Wiseman Creek
include relatively good moose habitat. Relatively good ungulate foraging habitat exist
on the south side between Quartz Creek and Wiseman Creek, related to forestry
activities. John Woods (Parks Canada) confirmed that moose road kills were
relatively high from Quartz Creek east towards Donald.
N. (16.0 to 21.0) Moderate potential for ungulate-vehicle collisions, mainly deer and elk.
WARS (1998) data indicate about 0.5 roadkills/kndyear over the last 10 years. This
section is steeper south of the TCH with little swampy ground compared to the Quartz
Creek area, which partly explains the lower numbers of moose road kill, and higher
numbers of elk road kill.

0.(21.0 to 26.3) High potential for ungulate-vehicle collisions. WARS (1998) data
indicate about 0.8 roadkillsflan/year over the last 10 years. Topography suggests that
the TCH crossesthrough relatively gentle east facing slopes along this stretch that
provide an easy north/south travel corridor between Kinbasket Lake andungulate
wintering habitat south of Donald on the west side of the Columbia River(Blood
1982).
P. (23.9) Sedge wetladcreek crosses TCH. Probable natural pathway for moose
crossings. A site visit on 15 December 1998 confirmed that moose cross the TCH
here as 5 sets of tracks were found in snow within 200 m either side ofthe creek. A
proposed passing lane at this sitewill likely increase the potential for vehicle/moose
collisions. The wetland is also likely a good localized amphibian habitat.
Q. (26.3 to 29.66) Moderate potential for ungulate-vehicle collisions, mainly moose.
WARS (1998) data indicate about 0.5 roadkills/km/year over the last 10 years.
R. (25.4-25.6) Nice but small sedge wetland on South sideof TCH, below filled area.
Probable good localized amphibian habitat, and likely used by ungulates and bears.

S. (29.7) Columbia River Bridge. Significant open areas under the bridge span along the
banks of the ColumbiaRiver provide an excellent movement corridor forwildlife. No
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T. (30.0 to 3 1.6) High potential for ungulate-vehicle collisions near the crossing of the
Columbia River. This low elevation areaserves as both a migration corridor alongthe
river, as well as habitat forseasonally resident animals. Large ungulates (moose, elk)
and smaller ungulates (white-tailed deer and mule deer) are equally represented in the
roadkill statistics (WARS data 1988 to 1997). Snow
tracking in December 1996
identified an area of concentrated deer crossings under the CPR (LKI 30.3) overpass
(Enkon Env. Ltd. 1997). A site visit on 14-15 December 1998 confirmed that deer
and elk crossthe TCH at this point, with many tracks found under the CPR overpass,

U. (30.3) Small cattail wetland on south side of TCH, very close to TCH. Limited
potential for marsh birds and amphibians because of small size, but likely used by
ungulates at night in early spring for foraging

4.2 Discussion
General considerations
Documented wildlife information for this segment is quite limited outside of MRNP and
GNP, mainly consisting of WARS data, recollections of informed persons, and a quick
analysis of topography. More data on interactions between ungulates and other large
mammals and the TCHbetween MRNP and GNP, and GNP to the Donald Bridge would
be of great use in identifying hotspots for crossings. Also thepresence or absence ofrare
and endangered plant andanimal species thatcould be affected by highway construction
(Acres Int. Ltd. 1998).need to be assessed during the spring/summer season. Enkon
(1997) summarizesexisting wildlife data for the UMA section from the Donald Bridge to
near the Big Bend Highway entrance.
One special issue is that Mountain Caribou (a Blue-list mammal) resides year round near
the TCH from MRNP to GNP, which is a unique situation along the TCH in BC/Alberta
(John Woods pers. c o r n . ) . The TCH appears to act as a barrier to caribou crossings
along this stretch, including the part of segment 0975 between MRNP East Gate and GNP
West Gate. An historically used caribou travel corridor exists near Flat Creek (Woods
1990; Acres 1998), which is within GNP near the GNP West Gate. Highway designs near
this area may impacton the future use of thiscorridor and designs which do not deter
caribou movements should be considered (Woods 1990).
Wildlife-vehicle collisions
Wildlife-vehicle collisions along the MRNP to Donald (UMA) section are lower than for
the Donald to KickingHorse Pass (SNC), but are still significant. Note that the Donald to
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Kicking Horse Pass section has one of the highest wildlife-vehicle collision rates along
the Trans Canada Highway (TCH) from Kamloops to Alberta.
WARS data indicate that segment 0985 has a much higher wildlife-vehicle collision
problem than that part of segment 0975 between MRNP and GNP. For example, Acres
(1 998) reports42 ungulates killed from GNP East Gate to the ColumbiaRiver Bridge (30
km) between 1991-1996 compared to 2 ungulates from MRNP East Gate to GNP West
Gate (1 8 km).Note that Acres may have used a different data subset than we have
acquired from MOTH. The data we have (WARS 1998) indicate that 3 1 large animals
were killed on segment 0985 between GNP East Gate and Columbia River Bridge from
1988 to 1997. Ofthese, most were deer (50%), followed by moose (25%), bears (16%),
and elk (10%). However, black bears are killed relatively frequently along segment 0975
between MRNP and GNP (WARS 1998; J. Woods pers. comm.).
Additional evidence for generally high potential for wildlife-vehicle collisions is
provided by Wells (1 997) who has documented kills along the CPR railway from
Revelstoke to Field (I98 km) from 1994-1996. In the 30 km of railway east of Rogers
Pass (Beaver River valley to approx. the Columbia River), 25 ungulates (23% oftotal
ungulate kills), and 14 bears (67% oftotal bear kills) were killed.
Habitat Impacts
Direct loss of wetland habitat, ungulate winter ranges, and wildlife tree areas to highway
widening can have local effects on wildlife populations. There are no significant wetlands
immediately adjacent to the TCH between MRNP and Donald. Small wetlands noted
above (Segment 0985 LKI 23.8 and 26.3) are rare habitat features along this stretch and
likely provide useful seasonal habitat for small numbers of wildlife. The riparian stand in
Albert Canyon (Segment0975 LKI 32.8-33.6) is unique along the TCH corridor from
MRNP to Donald, and should be carefully considered during highway design.
There aresome nice stands of mature coniferous trees along the edges of the TCH in
some partsof Segments 0975 and 0985. Although forest birds, small mammals,
furbearers and amphibians that are expected to occur in the ICH biogeoclimatic zone
obviously use these roadside habitats, no stands withrare or special attributes were
identified as being of special concern. A small number of wildlife trees (large and
decayed black cottonwood), which are very rare along the TCH corridor, were identified.
Along this section of the TCH, moose winter range is mainly in the Beaver River valley,
and along the west side of theRocky Mountain Trench from about Quartz Creek to
Columbia River Bridge. The TCH is directly adjacent to the Beaver River only in GNP,
then significantly diverges upslope going eastward shortly before the GNP East Gate.
Therefore direct loss of relatively good winter habitat through upgrades east of GNP
should be minimal. From Quartz Creek to Columbia River bridge the TCH traverses
dense coniferousforest and upgrades will not significantly impact moosewinter habitat.
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The habitats ofthreatened and endangered plant species could also be impacted by
highway widening. Only 1 species atrisk (Red- and Blue-listed by the Ministry of
Environment, Lands and Parks)is known to have occurred near the TCH between MRNP
and Donald. The giant-hyssop a Red-listed plant has been found on the Big Bend
Highway and could occur in the vicinity of the Columbia River Bridge. This plant is
potentially impacted by highway widening, and further surveys are required to confirm its
presence or absence, if construction impacts are to be mitigated. Given the fact it is very
rare, however, the probability of actually finding populations near the highway is
considered low.
5
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C2Donaldto

Roth Creek

1 Introduction
Manning, Cooper and Associates (MCA) was retained by the Ministry of Transportation
and Highways (MOTH) to provide ongoing assessments of wildlife and wildlife habitat
sensitivities along theTrans Canada Highway corridor from Mt. Revelstoke National
Park to Yoho National Park. The first phase of thisproject includes provision of an
overview ofwildlife and wildlife habitat sensitivities that will assist the early planning
and designphase of potential highway upgrades. This report provides an overview of
existing wildlife and wildlife habitat conditions for the Trans CanadaHighway corridor
from Donald to Kicking Horse Pass.

2 Study Area / Background
The study area included the Trans Canada Highway corridor from Donald to Kicking
Horse Pass. Highway segments included in the study area were as defined in the MOTH’S
Corridor Management Plan and included Segment 0985 (LKI range 30.6-56.06) and
Segment 0990 (LKI range 0.0 -about 13.0). MOTH instructed us to confine our
assessments to about a 100 m wide corridor centred on the existing highway, except when
new proposed alignments were brought to our attention by MOTH or SNC-Lavalin.

3

Methods

3.1 General
We assessed wildlife and wildlife habitat sensitivities through a combination o f :
Reviews of existing literature and data
Site visits
Reviews of existing mapping (TRIM, NTS topographical, airphotos) provided by the
design engineers or MOTH.
Discussions with approved government agency personnel
Reviews of existing information revealed that several studies on wildlife or wildliferelated issues had been previously conducted along this part of the Trans Canada
Highway. These reports contained invaluable information for ourassessments.
Site visits wereconducted on 17 October 1998,s-11 November 1998, and 27 November
1998. During site visits we drove the highway and documented noteworthy wildlife
habitat features, assessed the landscape for potential movement corridors for large
mammals such as ungulates and carnivores, recorded all wildlife observed, and mapped
the extent of wetlands, riparian areas, and wildlife trees. We also walked certain areasthat
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were thought to be ungulate crossing sites and checked for signs ofungulates and
presence of game trails.
MOTH had indicated to us that the potential for collision with large mammals was a
major concern along thissection of the TCH. We therefore, assessed MOTH’S Wildlife
Accident Reporting System (WARS)database to help identify “roadkill” hotspots along
the TCH. The WARSdatabase includes records of road-killed animals reported to MOTH
by highways maintenance contractors or MOTH personnel. Data from 1988-1997 were
included in the analysis. Animals reported tend to be large and conspicuous (moose, elk,
deer, bears, bighorn sheep, mountain goats, coyotes, porcupines). Smaller animals and
birds are seldomreported. Since roadkill hotspots became evident during a preliminary
analysis, during sitevisits we attempted to correlate the WARS database with landscape
features such as sidevalleys, wetlands, cliffs, winter range, river crossings, slope etc. that
would help identify the boundaries of movement corridors.
WARS data are presented on the photomosaics as the number of animals estimated to be
killedkndyear, e.g. (3) means that an estimated 3 large mammals are killed along that
particular km of the TCH eachyear. Since the precise location of roadkilled animals is
not reported (usually the nearest km mark or significant landmark is used as a location
reference), the number reported for each km of the TCH may or may not be accurate. In
addition, we had to correlate the LKI system to the km noted on the record, and numerous
records contained no locality reference so were discarded.

3.2 Criteria for wildlife/wildlife habitat sensitivity
ratings
In general, highway sections (within defined LKI ranges) for which WARS data indicated
an estimatedkill rate for largemammals of >2 k i l l s M y r were rated high; sections with
an estimated kill rate of 1-2 k i l l s M y r were rated moderate, and sections with an
estimated kill rate of < 1 k i l l M y r were rated low. Estimated kill rates were determined
by counting the number of reported kills for a highway segment during the period 1988 to
1997, multiplying by a standardized factor of 5 (as estimated by MOTH), and dividingby
the number of km (variable) andthe number of years for which data were assessed (1 0).
However, in all cases we tried to correlate WARS data with topography and existing
information on locationsof movement corridors, specific crossing sites, andwinter
ranges. If a landscape feature was present that suggested a higher (e.g., a side valley) or
lower (e.g., very steep, unstable slope) potential we may have raised or lowered a rating
accordingly. In addition, if previous reports, other dataor personal communications
suggested a higher or lower rating was warranted, we would modify the rating. Also if
moose, elk, or bears were killed relatively often compared to deer thenwe may give the
section a higher rating.
In most cases we thought we could reasonably predict the boundaries of the subsections
which had l o w h o d h i g h potential collision potential, although more data would be
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helpful in someareas. Therefore we rated subsections of each corridor segment for
wildlife collision potentials. These subsections were not predetermined (such as every km
or every 10 km), but were subjectively established based on a combination of WARS
data, other data andliterature, assessment of topography, known usage by large
mammals, and general habitat quality. These ratings may or may not correlate well with
the notations of animals killedkdyear which are on the photomosaics.
Wildlife habitat sensitivity was rated after considering the habitat type, the extent of the
habitat, the general quality of the habitat, the habitat's relative rarity within the study area
and Region 3,and the species of wildlife known or thought likely to occur there. In
general, high sensitivity ratings were given to large and/or productive wetlands,
significant riparian areas (very rare along the TCH corridor in this study area), known
critical habitats for Red and Blue-listed wildlife, sites used for nesting by raptors (e.g.,
Bald Eagle, Osprey) and Great Blue Heron, ungulate mineral licks, or documented sites
for rare plants or plant communities.
A moderate rating was given to small, fragmented, or less productive wetlands, small
groups of wildlife trees, and potential habitat for Red and Blue-listed wildlife. A low
rating was given to very small and unproductive wetlands and relatively poor quality
wildlife trees.

Since a split bar format forenvironmental sensitivities on the photomosaic is not used,
overlapping sensitivities (such as low for wildlife collision potential and high for wildlife
habitat) are impossible to show onthe photomosaic. Therefore, in all cases the highest
rating will be mapped. Details on limits of various sensitivities along the corridor, with
stated LKI ranges, are presented in the text.
4

Results / Discussion

4.1 Results
Site specific conditions (for mapping), Segment
0985 from Donald to Golden.
Item LKI Range

~~~

A

30.6 to 31.6

Hwy
Side
both

B

31.6 to 33.6

both

C
D

31.85
31.9 to 32.05

S
N

Environmental Constraint
Potential for ungulate-vehicle
collisions
Potential for ungulate-vehicle
collisions
Wildlife tree
Wildlife tree area

Sensitivity
Rating
High

LOW

I

1

i
~

Low

L o w ]
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Item LKIRange

E

33.6 to 35.4

Hwy
Side
both

F

35.4 to 38.0

both

N
0

I 52.6 to 54.5 1
1 53.0 to 56.06 1

S

both

Environmental Constraint
Potential for ungulate-vehicle
collisions
Potential for ungulate-vehicle

1 Wetland

i Potential for ungulate-vehicle

Sensitivity
Rating
High
Low

High
High

Description of site specific conditions, Segment0985 from Donald to Golden
A. (30.6 to 3 1.6) Highpotential for ungulate-vehicle collisions near the crossing ofthe
Columbia River. This low elevation area serves as both a migration corridor along the
river, as well as habitat for seasonally resident animals. Large ungulates (moose, elk)
and small ungulates (white-tailed deer and mule deer) are equally represented in the
roadkill statistics (WARS data 1988 to 1997). WARS data suggest the rate of ungulate
collisions over the past 10 years was approximately 3 per km per year. Snow tracking
in December 1996identified an areaof concentrated deer crossings near the CPR
overpass (Enkon Env. Ltd. 1997).
B. (3 1.6 to 33.6) Relatively low potential for collisions with migratory and seasonally
resident deer, elk, and moose. WARS data suggest the rate of ungulate collisions over
the past 10 years was less than 1 per km per year.
C. (3 1.85) Low value wildlife tree (aspen) approximately 9 m high and 40cm dbh south
of the highway alignment.
D. (3 1.9 to 32.05) Moderate value wildlife tree area north of the highway alignment.
Several treesprovide nesting and feeding habitat for a variety of bird species.
E. (33.6 to 35.4) Very high potential for collisions with migratory and seasonally
resident deer, elk, and moose. WARS data suggest the rate of ungulate collisions over
the past 10 years was approximately 4 per km per year.
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F. (35.4 to 38.0) Relatively low potential for ungulate-vehicle collisions because of less
migratory and local movement of ungulates. WARS data suggest the rate of ungulate
collisions over the past 10 years was less than 1 per km per year.
G. (38.0 to 40.6) High potential for collisions with migratory and seasonally resident
deer, elk, and moose.WARS data suggest the rate of ungulate collisions over thepast
I O years was over 2 per km per year. Snow tracking in December 1996 identified an
area ofconcentrated deer crossings between the Blaebeny River and the Blaebeny
School Road (Enkon Env. Ltd. 1997). Slopes along the Blaebeny River support
concentrations of mule and white-tailed deer (Acres Int. Ltd. 1998). Several well-used
ungulate game trails were identified near the west end of the Blaebeny River bridge in
November 1998.
H. (40.6 to 44.6) Relatively low potential for collisions with migratory and seasonally
resident deer, elk, and moose. WARS data suggest the rate of ungulate collisions over
the past 10 years was less than 1 per km per year.
I. (43.2 to 44.35) High value wildlife tree area north ofthe highway alignment. A large
riparian copse of mature aspen surrounding a wetland (K), provides nesting and
feeding habitat for high diversity of bird species.
J. (43.2 to 44.25) Low value wetland located south of the highway alignment. This
narrow strip ofcattail marsh (Typha larijolia) between the highway and railway rightof-ways is of limited direct value as wildlife habitat. However, it is likely effective as
“biofilter” in preventing highway run-off pollutants from entering the very high value
Moberly Marsh in Burges and James Gadsden Provincial Park immediately south of
the railway right-of-way.
K. (43.25 to 44.3) High value wetland north of the highway alignment. This relatively
large cattail marsh was once part of Moberly Marsh, before it was cut off by the
highway. Provides breeding habitat for marshbirds and potential habitat for the
Northern Leopard Frog. Surrounded mature aspen inwildlife tree area (I).
L. (44.6 to 53.0) Moderate potential for collisions with migratory and seasonally resident
deer andelk. WARS data suggest the rate of ungulate collisions over the past10 years
was between 1 and 2 per km per year. The Bergenham Wildlife Management Area
protects ungulate winter range immediately north of the highway right-of-way between
LKI 44.2 and 46. Early green-up of high vegetated slope cuts along thissection likely
provide early spring forage for elk anddeer and may increase the frequency of
ungulate-vehicle collisions in spring.
M. (46.9 to 47.3) Moderate value wetland located south of the highway alignment. Open
water surrounded by a cattail marsh is important for waterfowl migration and
marshbird nesting. Potential habitat for Northern Leopard Frog and Painted Turtle.
N. (52.6 to 54.5) High value wetland south of the highway alignment. A mosaic of
slough, marsh, birch, and cottonwood riparian provides breeding habitat for waterfowl,
songbirds, beaver, and muskrat, and staging areas for migrating waterfowl. Potential
habitat for NorthernLeopard Frog and Painted Turtle. A representative of the rare
scrub birch - horsetail plant community may occur just west of Anderson Road (Enkon
Env. Ltd. 1997).
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0. (53.0to 56.06) High potential for collisions with migratory and seasonally resident
white-tailed deer and muledeer. Smaller numbers of moose and elk are alsoinvolved
in collisions with vehicles. WARS data suggest the rate ofungulate collisions over the
past 10 years was approximately 2 per km per year. Other reports estimate the rate of
animal collisions even higher (Acres Int. Ltd. 1998). Along with the area east of the
Highway 95 junction, thisis the highest rate of animal-vehicle collisions on the TCH
between Kamloops and Alberta. Snow tracking in December 1996 identified two areas
of concentrated deer crossings near LKI 53 and 54 (Enkon Env. Ltd. 1997).

Site specific conditions (for mapping), Segment 0990
from Golden to Kicking Horse
Canyon.

Description of site specific conditions, Segment 0990 from Golden to Kicking Horse
Canyon

P. (0.0to 9.7) Bighorn sheep winter range along TCH. A small herd of sheep (about 30
animals) has become reestablished in the Golden area, after being eradicated by winter
kill in the early 1970s (Demarchi and Searing 1998). Relatively few sheep are
roadkilled along this stretch (WARS 1998, Demarchi and Searing 1998), probably
because of relatively low speed limitsnear the town of Golden and because sheep are
not usually active at night. However, twinning and probable increased speeds would
likely increase the rate of road kill. We observed 1 road-killed ewe on November11,
1998. Therock bluffs from LKI 6.5 to 9.5 are used for lambing grounds in the spring
(Demarchi and Searing 1998).
Q. (0.0to 4.0) Very high potential for collisions with resident and wintering deer and
elk. We have estimated that this section of the TCH has an annual kill of over3
animalsikm, which is probably the highest kill rate along the TCH from Kamloops to
Alberta. Using WARS data we estimatethat 120 large mammals have been killed
along this section from1988-1997. Over 90%of the kills were identified as deer, with
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only 3 elk, 2 moose, and 1 bear. The high kill rate is likely associated with the good
ungulate winter range that existsimmediately northeast of Golden (MELPbiophysical
mapping), and possible movement to/from good winter range across the KHR to the
south. The high kill zone likely ends as steepbluffs meet the TCH on thenorth side at
about LKI 4.0.
R. (4.0 to 5.8) Low potential for collisions with resident and wintering ungulates. WARS
data show relatively low kill rates andtopography which is quite steepprecludes much
movement across the TCH.
S. (5.8 to 6.4) Moderate potential for collisions with migratory and seasonally resident
ungulates. We rated this section higher than the previous based mainly on topography
as it seems likely that ungulates would move along the draw occupied by Dart Creek
Forest Service Road, and would more likely cross the TCH there than from LKI 4.0 to
5.8.
T. (6.4 to 7.2) Relatively low potential for ungulate-vehicle collisions because of very
steep terrain, along where rock fencing has been installed.
U. (7.2 to 7.8) A short section with moderate potential for collisions with ungulates. This
section was thought to have higher potential than the previous section because 3 creeks
cross the TCHand appear to provide reasonable passageways for mule deer.
V. (7.8 to 11.7) Relatively low potential for collisions with ungulates and black bear.
WARS data suggestextremely low relative kill rates along this stretch, but including 2
or 3 deer, 1 elk, and 1 black bear.
W. (9.3) Mountain goat mineral lick within 100 m of the west end of 5 Mile Bridge. The
lick is used seasonally in late spring and early summer by small numbers of goats. The
lick is onthe rocky bluffs above the TCH, centred approximately on UTMs 5 10250 E
and 5682550 N (Demarchi and Searing 1998). Licks are critical sources of minerals
for goats after the harsh winter season.
X. (9.45) Mountain goat mineral lick within 100 m of the east end of 5 Mile Bridge. The
lick is used seasonally in late spring and early summer by small numbers of goats. The
lick is on therocky and talusbluffs above the TCH, centred approximately on UTMs
510400 E and 5682200 N (Demarchi and Searing 1998). Licks are critical sources of
minerals forgoats after the harsh winter season. This lick would appear to be severely
impacted by the southern crossing option, which ties into the existing TCH corridor at
5 Mile Bridge..
the east end of the
Y. (1 1.7 to 13.0) Relatively moderate potential for collisions with ungulates and bears,
mainly deer and elk. The topography is much gentler here between 5 Mile and 10 Mile
Bridges; and Roth Creek drainage enters the KHR from the north along this section;
therefore crossingsby large mammals are assumed to occur more frequently.

4.2 Discussion
Documented wildlife information for thissegment is more substantial than for the MRNP
to Donald and Kicking Horse Canyon to Yoho National Park segments. More data on
specific locations ofungulate crossing would be very useful for designingmitigations.
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More data are alsorequired on thepresence or absence of rare and endangered plant and
animal species that could be affected by highway construction (Acres Int. Ltd. 1998).
Wildlife-vehicle collisions
Wildlife-vehicle collisions along the Donald to Golden section are among the highest
along Trans CanadaHighway (TCH) from Kamloops to Alberta. There 132 WARS
documented roadkills ofdeer, elk, moose, and bear from 1988 to 1997. Using the
standard 5:l ratio of actual kills to reported kills (L. Sielecki pers. comm.) this translates
to an average of 66 large ungulates and bears killed on segment 0985 each year. In some
“hotspots” areas (e.g.Donald and the outskirts of Golden) rate of ungulate-vehicle
collisions exceed 3 per km per year. Most collisions in segment 0985 (1988-1997) are
with deer (SO%), followed by moose (20%), elk (12%), porcupine (7%), bear (6%), and
coyote (5%). Elk concentrate on the benches north of the highway in spring and during
mild winters, particularly between the Blaebeny River and Ford Station Road (Enkon
Env. Ltd. 1997). Mule deer and white-tailed deer winter all along the benches north and
east of the highway right-of-way, with major concentrations occur in the vicinity of
Golden. Moose winter primarily away from the highway, on the southwest side of the
Columbia River floodplain (Enkon Env. Ltd. 1997), but are vulnerable to collisions with
vehicles during seasonal migrations. Black bears are also killed on the TCH, but in lesser
numbers than ungulates. An estimated 20 were involved in collisions with vehicles along
this section ofthe TCH from 1988 to 1997.
Bald eagles are numerous in
the fall along the Columbia River, feeding on fish and
waterfowl. Since they also scavengecarrion, they can be involved in collisions with
vehicles when feeding on road-killed animals. The Canadian Pacific Railway documented
five bald eagles killed by trains between Field and Revelstoke from 1994 to 1996 (Wells
1997). All the eagle-train collisions occurred from January through April.
Wildlife-vehicle collisions alongthe Golden to Kicking Horse Canyon area of segment
0990 are among the highest along Trans Canada Highway (TCH) from Kamloops to
Alberta. There 32 WARS documented roadkills of deer, elk, moose, and bear from 1988
to 1997. Using the standard 5:1 ratio of actual kills to reported kills (L. Sielecki pers.
comm.) this translates to an average of 160 large ungulates and bears killed on segment
990 from LKI 0.0 to 10.0 each year.
An analysis of WARS datafrom 1988-1997 for Golden to Yoho National Park west gate
suggest the following percentages of anestimated 300 road-killed mammals: deer (65%),
coyote (1l%),elk (8%), moose (7%), bear (5%), and porcupine (4%). Coyotes arelikely
attracted to road-killed ungulates and alsofrequently use the TCH for travelling
(Demarchi and Searing1998); therefore relative kill rates arehigher than for the Donald
to Golden section.
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Habitat Impacts
Direct loss of wetland habitat, ungulate winter ranges, and wildlife tree areas tohighway
widening can have local effects onwildlife populations. Wetland habitats in the
Columbia River valley near the highway are heavily used by migrating waterfowl. South
of the CPRrailway, wetlands are protected in Burges and James GadsdenProvincial Park
(1965) and the recently established Columbia Wetland Wildlife Management Area
(1997). Many of these wetlands are also subject to active habitat enhancement activities
sponsored by Ducks Unlimited and various government agencies. There are nowetland
habitats adjacent to the TCH from Golden to Kicking Horse Canyon. Ungulate winter
ranges are protected along Segment 0985, immediately north of the TCH in the
Bergenham Wildlife Management Area between LKI 44.2 to 47.6.
The habitats of threatened and endangered species could also be impacted by highway
widening. Five species atrisk (Red- and Blue-listed by the Ministry of Environment,
Lands and Parks) are k n o w to have occurred near the TCH Segment 0985 between
Golden and Donald: giant-hyssop, Crawe’s sedge, dark lamb’s-quarters, northern leopard
frog, and painted turtle (Table 20). The dark lamb’s-quarters has also been found 23 km
west of Field in Segment 0990. There is also a site near Anderson Road that may
represent a rare ecosystem type, the Blue-listed scrub birch - horsetail plant community
(Table 20). These are all potentially impacted by highway widening, and further surveys
are required to confirm their presence or absence, if construction impacts are tobe
mitigated. Given the fact these species arevery rare, the probability of actually finding
populations near the highway is considered low.
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Table 20 Species at risk near the TCH Segment 0985,LKI 30.06 to 56.06, and TCH
Segment 0990, LKI 0.0 to 25.93.
List
Red-listed
Plant

Red-listed
Plant

Red-listed
Plant

Species
Scientific
at Risk
Name
GiantAgastache
hyssop
foeniculum

Locations

Lined both side of Big Bend
Hwy for 500 m the
intersection with the Dejordie
Road (1947)'. UTM4861m.
E. 57040111. N. There are two
other historic sites in BC I.
Crawe's Carex crawei Clay wetland by side of TCH
sedge
2.4 km west ofGolden (1948)
'. UTM 5014m. E. 56858m.
N. There are two other
historic sites in BC I.
Dark
Chenopodium Outskirts of Golden along
lamh'salrovirens
TCH west ofjunction with
quarters
Highway 95, and 23 miles W.
of Field (1958)
UTM
5023111. E. 56838111. N. &
5179111. E. 56793m. N.
Three other BC sites exist in
the Fraser canyon and
Okanagan I.
Northern Rana pipiens
Formerly native to wetlands
Leopard
adjacenito the TCH in the
Frog
Columbia Valley'. This
species is undergoing declines
throughout North America.
Painted
Relativelv abundant in the
Chrysemys
Turtle
picfa
southern Kootenays, it
reaches the northern limit of
its range in wetlands adjacent
to the TCH inthe Columbia
Valley '.

',

Red-listed
Amphibian

"

Blue-listed
Reptile
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Habitat
Dry, open
woods and
clearings I.

Moist
meadows I

Mountainside
scree, scree of
built up road,
and dry
roadside
Saline or
alkaline sitesI.

',

Ponds,
swamps,
grassy fields,
and meadows'.
Ponds, lakes,
and streams
with muddy
bottoms, slowmoving water,
and emergent
aquatic
vegetation4.

I

il

.

List

1

Species

Scientific
Name
Betula
glundulosu

+"
Blue-listed
Plant
Community

birch horsetail.

Equisetum
urvense

I
)

I
)

I

I

1-Douglas et al. 1998. 2-A .es Int. Ltd.

Locations

Habitat

A small area of thisplant Riparian areas
community may occur
near ponds, lakes,
immediately west of
and streams.
Anderson Road at LKI
53.6 to 53.85.
Confirmation by a
qualified plant ecologist
of thisis required.
198,3-Green and Campbell

I

e

I)

.
I

w
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C3:

RothCreek to BrakeCheck

1 Introduction
Manning, Cooper and Associates (MCA) was retained by the Ministry of Transportation
and Highways (MOTH) toprovide ongoing assessments of wildlife and wildlife habitat
sensitivities along the Trans Canada Highway corridor from Mt. Revelstoke National
Park to Yoho National Park. The first phase of this project includes provision of an
overview of wildlife and wildlife habitat sensitivities that will assist the early planning
and design phase of potential highway upgrades. This report provides an overview of
existing wildlife and wildlife habitat conditions for the Trans Canada Highway corridor
from Roth Creek to the Brake Check at the east end of Kicking Horse Canyon.

2

Study Area / Background

The study area included the Trans Canada Highway corridor from Roth Creek to the
Brake Check at the east end of Kicking Horse Canyon. Highway segments included in the
study area were as defined in the MOTH’S Corridor Management Plan and included
Segment 0990 (LKI range aprrox. 12.0- 17.0). MOTH instructed us to confine our
assessments to about a 100 m wide corridor centred on the existing highway, except when
new proposed alignments were brought to our attention by MOTH or ND Lea.
3

Methods

3.1 General
We assessed wildlife and wildlife habitat sensitivities through a combination of :
Reviews of existing literature and data
Sitevisits
Reviews of existing mapping (TRIM, NTS topographical, airphotos) provided by the
design engineersor MOTH.
Discussions with approved government agency personnel
Reviews of existing information revealed that several studies on wildlife or wildliferelated issues had been previously conducted along thispart of the Trans Canada
Highway (Harvey 1994; Acres 1998; Callaghan et al. 1998; Demarchi and Searing 1998).
These reports contained invaluable information for our assessments.
Site visits were conducted on 17 October 1998,8-11 November 1998, and 27 November
1998. During site visits we drove the highway and documented noteworthy wildlife
habitat features, assessed the landscape for potential movement corridors for large
mammals such as ungulates and carnivores, recorded all wildlife observed, and mapped
the extent of wetlands, riparian areas, and wildlife trees. We also walked certain areas that

-
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were thought to be ungulate crossing sites and checked for signsof ungulates and
presence of game trails.
Considerable time was spent at 10 Mile (Park) Bridge assessing the impact of drilling,
blasting, andconstruction of a new bridge on the mineral lick near the west end of the
bridge; the lick is used by Mountain Goats.
MOTH had indicated to us that the potential for collision with large mammals was a
major concern along this section of the TCH. We therefore, assessed MOTH’S Wildlife
Accident Reporting System (WARS) database to help identify “roadkill” hotspots along
the TCH. The WARS database includes records of road-killed animals reported to MOTH
by highways maintenance contractors or MOTH personnel. Data from 1988-1997 were
included in the analysis. Animals reported tend to be large and conspicuous (moose,elk,
deer, bears, bighorn sheep, mountain goats, coyotes, porcupines). Smaller animals and
birds are seldomreported. Since roadkill hotspots became evident during a preliminary
analysis, during site visits we attempted to correlate the WARS database with landscape
features such as side valleys, wetlands, cliffs, winter range, river crossings, slope etc. that
would help identify the boundaries of movement corridors.
WARS data are presented on the photomosaics as the number of animalsestimated to be
k i l l e M y e a r , e.g. ( 3 ) means that an estimated 3 large mammals are killed along that
particular km of the TCH each
year. Since the precise location of roadkilled animals is
not reported (usually the nearest km mark or significant landmark is used as a location
reference), the number reported for each km of the TCH may or may not be accurate. In
addition, we had to correlate the LKI system to the km noted on the record, and numerous
records contained no locality reference so were discarded.
3.2 Criteria for wildlife/wildlife habitat sensitivity ratings
In general, highway sections (within defined LKI ranges) for which WARS data indicated
an estimated kill rate forlarge mammals of >Z k i l l s M y r were rated high; sections with
an estimated kill rate of 1-2 k i l l s M y r were rated moderate, and sections with an
estimated kill rate of < 1 k i l W y r were rated low. Estimated kill rates were determined
by counting the numberof reported kills for a highway segment during the period 1988 to
1997, multiplying by a standardized factor of 5 (as estimated by MOTH), and dividingby
the number ofkm (variable) and the number of years for which data were assessed (10).
However, in all cases we tried to correlate WARS data with topography and existing
information onlocations of movement corridors, specific crossing sites, and winter
ranges. If a landscape feature was present that suggested a higher (e.g., a side valley) or
lower (e.g., very steep, unstable slope) potential we may have raised or lowered a rating
accordingly. In addition, if previous reports, other data or personal communications
suggested a higher or lower rating was warranted, we would modify the rating. Also if
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moose, elk, or bears were killed relatively often compared to deer then we may give the
section a higher rating.
In most cases we thoughtwe could reasonably predict the boundaries of the subsections
which had lowhnodihigh potential collision potential, although more data would be
helpful in some areas.Therefore we rated subsections of each corridor segment for
wildlife collision potentials. These subsections were not predetermined (such as everykm
or every 10 km), but were subjectively established based on a combination ofWARS
data, other data andliterature, assessment of topography, known usage by large
mammals, and general habitat quality. These ratings may or may not correlate well with
the notations of animals killed/km/year which are on the photomosaics.
Wildlife habitat sensitivity was rated after considering the habitat type, the extent of the
habitat, the general quality of the habitat, the habitat’s relative rarity within the study area
and Region 3,and the species of wildlife known or thought likely to occur there. In
general, high sensitivity ratings were given to large and/or productive wetlands,
significant riparian areas (very rare along the TCH corridor in this study area), known
critical habitats for Red and Blue-listed wildlife, sites used for nesting by raptors (e.g.,
Bald Eagle, Osprey) and Great Blue Heron, ungulate mineral licks, or documented sites
for rare plants or plant communities.
A moderate rating was given to small, fragmented, or less productive wetlands, small
groups of wildlife trees, and potential habitat for Red and Blue-listed wildlife. A low
rating was given to very small and unproductive wetlands and relatively poor quality
wildlife trees.
Since a split bar format for environmental sensitivities on the photomosaic is not used,
overlapping sensitivities (such aslow for wildlife collision potential and high for wildlife
habitat) are impossible to show onthe photomosaic. Therefore, in all cases the highest
rating will be mapped. Details on limits of various sensitivities along the corridor, with
stated LKI ranges, are presented in the text.

4 Results / Discussion
4.1

Results

Site specific conditions(for mapping)
Item

1 LKI Range 1 Hwy side I
II

A
B

C

I
11.7 to 13.3
13.3 to 14.4

, 14.3

Environmental
constraint

I
Both
Both
Both

Level

I

I

Potential ungulate-vehicle collision
Potential ungulate-vehicle collision
Mammal movement corridor
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Moderate
Low
High

11

1

Item 1 LKI Range
Environmental
constraint
I, Level
- ,T Hwv side 1
D
14.4
S
Mountain goat mineral lick (1 0
High
Mile)
E
14.4 to 14.8
Both
Potential ungulate-vehicle collision
Moderate
F
14.8 to 16.5
Both
Potential ungulate-vehicle collision '
Low
G
16.5 to 17.1
Both
Potential ungulate-vehicle collision
Moderate
17.1 to 18.0
H
Both
Potential ungulate-vehicle collision
Low
~~

~~

I

Description of site specific conditions
A. (1 1.7 to 13.3) Relatively moderate potential for collisions with ungulates and bears,
mainly deer and elk. The topography is much gentler here between 5 Mile and 10 Mile
Bridges; and Roth Creek drainage enters the KHR from the north along this section;
therefore crossings by large mammals are assumed to occur more frequently.
Confirmation comes from a spike in roadkills close to the 12 km mark (WARS 1998;
Demarchi and Searing 1998). Elk occur more frequently than a few km to the west
(Demarchi and Searing 1998).
B. (13.3 to 14.4) Relatively low potential for collisions with ungulates and bears as
terrain becomes much steeper leading up to the I O Mile Bridge. Roadkills are almost
absent from this section (WARS 1998).
C. (14.3) The gorge at 10 Mile Bridge is the narrowest constriction in the KHR valley. It
has been suggested by one study that the river bottom under the bridge is the easiest
pathway for wolves and elk travelling up and down the valley (Callaghan et al. 1998).
Wolverines are thought to prefer to cross valleys at narrowings and probably do so at
this location (Demarchi and Searing 1998).
D. (14.4) Mountain goat mineral lick within 200 m of the east end of 10 Mile Bridge. The
lick is used seasonally in late spring and early summer by small numbers of goats. The
lick is on therocky bluffs above the KHR, centred approximately on UTMs 5 14500 E
and 5680500 N (Demarchi and Searing 1998). Licks are critical sources of minerals
for goats afterthe harsh winter season.
E. (14.4 to 14.8) Relatively moderate potential for collisions with ungulates and bears as
a draw leads down tothe TCH on the north side, and there is a more level bench on the
south side which suggests more crossings. There is also a short spike in roadkilled
mammals (WARS 1998).
F. (14.8 to 16.5) Steep topography and low roadkills suggests a low potential for
collisions with ungulates and bears.
G. (16.5 to 17.1) A spike in roadkills during the period 1978-1995 (Demarchi and Searing
1998; WARS 1998) combined with more gentle topography suggest a higher potential
for collisions withungulates and bears. However, WARS data for 1988-1997 do not
support thiscontention. This section includes a treed slope onthe south side of the
TCH that wasidentified by MOTH and ND Lea personnel as a possible site to dump
large quantities offill. This treed slope provides a natural pathway from the KHR
upslope across the TCH, and we judged it a likely place for ungulates to cross the
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KHR valley. Further data on wildlife crossings at this sitewould help us understand
the importance of thisslope fortravelling ungulates. Note that Demarchi and Searing
(1998) did not survey that particular site.
H. (17.1 to 18.0) Relatively low potential for collisions with ungulates and bears as
terrain becomes very steep leading up to the brake check. WARS data from 1978 to
1995 suggestvery few roadkills in this section, with a sudden increase in roadkillsjust
east of the brakecheck as a vehicles pick up speed on a level straight-away (Demarchi
and Searing 1998).

4.2

Discussion

More data onspecific locations of ungulate crossing would be very useful for designing
mitigations. More data are also required on the presence or absence of rare and
endangered plant and animal species that could be affected by highway construction
(Acres Int. Ltd. 1998).

Wildlife-vehicle collisions
Wildlife-vehicle collisions along the Golden to Kicking Horse Canyon area of segment
0990 are among thehighest along Trans Canada Highway (TCH) from Kamloops to
Alberta. There were 32 WARS documented roadkills of deer, elk, moose, and bear from
1988 to 1997.Using the standard 5:1 ratio of actual kills to reported kills (L. Sielecki
pers. comm.) this translates to an average of 16 large ungulates and bears killed on
segment 990 from LKI 0.0 to 10.0 each year, or 1.6ikm; most of those being in the first 4
km east of Golden. From Roth Creekto the Brake Check the rate of road kills drops
considerably, to an estimated 3.5 annually, or about 0 . 7 h . There is one apparent
hotspot at about LKI 16.5 - 17.0.
Habitat Impacts
Direct loss of wetland habitat, ungulate winter ranges, and wildlife tree areas to highway
widening can havelocal effects on wildlife populations. There are no wetland habitats
adjacent to the TCH from Roth Creek to theBrake Check. Thenorth side of the Kicking
Horse River valley, from LKI 12-17, includes relatively poor winter range for elk and
mule deer (Harvey 1994). Widening of the corridor should therefore result in minimal
loss of winter rangehabitat. No significant wildlife trees were noted along this sectionof
the TCH.
There seem to be relatively few direct concerns for habitat except for the mineral lick at
10 Mile Bridge and the slopebelow the TCH at LKI 16.5. The main lick is upstream of
runs along where the talus slope meets the morevertical rock face,
the current bridge and
at the east endof the face. The lick is about 200m from the bridge area. Small numbers of
goats, mainly nannies and kids, use the lick seasonally from about March to July, but the
odd goat mayappear through the autumn. Access to the lick is mainly from forested areas
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to the east. It is likely that goats use the entire face of thecliff, including areas that will be
affected by removal of rock for the new alignment. Apparently, goats do not cross the
Kicking Horse River at thissite, even though the gorge area seems tobe a natural
pathway for crossing. Apparently, during the season when goats are present, late spring
through early summer, the KHR is a raging torrent and is generally impassable to goats.
The proposed new bridge structure appears to require the removal of a large part of the
forested shoulder that abuts the existing highway near the existing bridge. Removal of
that shoulder will not directly impact the primary lick. However, depending on howhigh
the cut reaches, some goat habitat along the cliff and talus atthe west end of the rock face
may be lost. Since goats probably use the top of the forested shoulder at times,it would
be better for wildlife to retain as much of that forested shoulder aspossible.
As the main lick is at the eastern end of the rock face, we judge thatthe potential loss of
cliff and forested shoulder at the west end to have a relatively low direct impact on
mountain goats. Temporary disturbance of goats using the lick may occur during
construction, especially when rock is being blasted. As the lick is critical for replenishing
minerals lost during the harsh winter season, it would be advisable to avoid severe
disturbances (through blasting for example) during the late spring through early summer
period (1 April-30 June). In the future, we expect goats to habituate to the new alignment
and continue to use the lick as in the past.
It seems unlikely that the new alignment, which will be marginally closer to the lick, will
increase the rateof goat mortality at I O Mile Bridge. There have been no reports of goat
mortality on the TCH atthe 10 Mile Bridge area, probably because goats are not crossing
the TCH, and we do not expect that tochange.
The habitats ofthreatened and endangered plant species could also be impacted by
highway widening. The dark lamb’s-quarters has also been found 23 km west of Field in
Segment 0990. This plant is potentially impacted by highway widening, and further
surveys arerequired to confirm its presence or absence, if construction impacts are tobe
mitigated. Given the fact itis very rare, the probability of actually finding populations
near the highway is considered low.
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Species at risk near the TCH Segment0990, LKI 0.0 to 18.0

Table 21
List
led-listed
?lant

T

Species
at Risk
Dark
.amb'squarters

Locations

Outskirts of Golden along
TCH west ofjunction with
Highway 95, and 23 miles
W. of Field (1958) '.
UTM
5023m. E. 56838m. N. &
5179m. E. 56793m. N.
Three other BC sites exist
in the Fraser canyon and
Okanagan '.
et
. 1998,2-Acres Int. Ltd. 1' '8,

L
'-Douglas

t

Scientific
Name
Chenopodium
atrovirens

I

Habitat

i

Mountainside
scree, scree of
i built up road,
I and dry
roadside '.
I Saline or
alkaline sitesI.
~

j

I
~
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C4:

BrakeCheck to Yoho Park

1

Introduction

Manning, Cooper and Associates (MCA) was retained by the Ministry of Transportation
and Highways (MOTH)to provide ongoing assessments of wildlife and wildlife habitat
sensitivities along the TransCanada Highway corridor from Mt. Revelstoke National
Park to Yoho National Park. The first phase of thisproject includes provision of an
overview of wildlife and wildlife habitat sensitivities that will assist the early planning
and designphase of potential highway upgrades. This report provides an overview of
existing wildlife and wildlife habitat conditions for the Trans Canada Highway corridor
from the Brake Check in Kicking Horse Canyon to the west boundary of Yoho National
Park..

2

Study
Areamackground

The study areaincluded the Trans Canada Highway corridor from the Brake Check in
Kicking Horse Canyon to the west boundary of Yoho National Park. Highway segments
included in the study area were as defined in the MOTH’S Comdor Management Plan
and included Segment 0990 (LKI range aprrox. 17.0- 26.0). MOTH instructed us to
confine our assessments toabout a 100 m wide corridor centred on the existing highway,
except when new proposed alignments were brought to our attention by MOTH or ND
Lea.

3

Methods

3.1 General
We assessed wildlife and wildlife habitat sensitivities through a combination of:
Reviews of existing literature and data
Sitevisits
Reviews of existing mapping (TRIM, NTS topographical, airphotos) provided by the
design engineersor MOTH.
Discussions with approved government agency personnel
Reviews of existinginformation revealed that several studies on wildlife or wildliferelated issues had been previously conducted along this part of the Trans Canada
Highway (Harvey 1994; Acres 1998; Callaghan et al. 1998; Demarchi and Searing 1998).
These reportscontained invaluable information for our assessments.
Site visits were conducted on 17 October 1998, 8-1 1 November 1998,27 November, and
16 December, 1998. During site visits we drovethe highway and documented noteworthy
wildlife habitat features, assessed the landscape for potential movement corridors for

-
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large mammals such as ungulates and carnivores, recorded all wildlife observed, and
mapped the extent of wetlands, riparian areas, and wildlife trees. We also walked certain
areas thatwere thought tobe ungulate crossing sites andchecked for signs ofungulates
and presence of game trails.
MOTH had indicated to us that the potential for collision with large mammals was a
major concern along this section of the TCH. We therefore, assessed MOTH’S Wildlife
Accident Reporting System (WARS) database to help identify “roadkill” hotspots along
the TCH. The WARS database includes records of road-killed animals reported to MOTH
by highways maintenance contractors or MOTH personnel. Data from 1988-1997 were
included in the analysis. Animals reported tend to be large and conspicuous (moose, elk,
deer, bears, bighorn sheep, mountain goats, coyotes, porcupines). Smaller animals and
birds are seldomreported. Since roadkill hotspots became evident during a preliminary
analysis, during site visits we attempted to correlate the WARS database with landscape
features such as side valleys, wetlands, cliffs, winter range, river crossings, slope etc. that
would help identify the boundaries of movement corridors.
WARS data are presented on the photomosaics as the number of animals estimated to be
killedflun/year, e.g. (3) means that an estimated 3 large mammals are killed along that
particular km of the TCHeach year. Since the precise location of roadkilled animals is
not reported (usually the nearest km mark or significant landmark is used as a location
reference), the number reported for each km of the TCH may or may not be accurate. In
addition, we had to correlate the LKI system to the km noted on the record, and numerous
records contained no locality reference so were discarded.

3.2 Criteria for wildlife/wildlifehabitat sensitivity ratings
In general, highway sections (within defined LKI ranges) for which WARS data indicated
an estimated kill rate for large mammals of >2 k i l l s M y r were rated high; sections with
an estimated kill rate of 1-2 k i l l s M y r were rated moderate, and sections withan
estimated kill rate of < 1 k i l l M y r were rated low. Estimated kill rates were determined
by counting the number of reported kills for a highway segment during the period 1988 to
1997, multiplyingby a standardized factor of 5 (as estimated by MOTH), and dividingby
the number of km (variable) and thenumber of years for which data were assessed (1 0).
However, in all cases we tried to correlate WARS data withtopography and existing
information on locationsof movement corridors, specific crossing sites, andwinter
ranges. If a landscape feature was present that suggested a higher (e.g., a side valley) or
lower (e.g., very steep, unstable slope) potential we may have raised or lowered a rating
accordingly. In addition, if previous reports, other data or personal communications
suggested a higher or lower rating was warranted, we would modify the rating. Also if
moose, elk, or bears were killed relatively often compared to deer then wemay give the
section a higher rating.
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In most cases we thought we could reasonably predict the boundaries of the subsections
which had lowhodhigh potential collision potential, although more data would be
helpful in someareas. Therefore we rated subsections of each corridor segment for
wildlife collision potentials. These subsections were not predetermined (such as everykm
or every 10 h),
but were subjectively established based on a combination of WARS
data, other data andliterature, assessment of topography, known usage by large
mammals, and general habitat quality. These ratings may or may not correlate well with
the notations of animals killed/km/year which are on the photomosaics.

I

m

I

Wildlife habitat sensitivity was rated after considering the habitat type, the extent of the
habitat, the general quality of the habitat, the habitat’s relative rarity within the study area
and Region 3, and the species ofwildlife known or thought likely to occur there. In
general, high sensitivity ratings were given to large andor productive wetlands,
significant riparian areas (very rare along the TCH corridor in this study area), known
critical habitats for Red and Blue-listed wildlife, sites used for nesting by raptors (e.g.,
Bald Eagle, Osprey) and Great Blue Heron, ungulate mineral licks, or documented sites
for rare plantsor plant communities.

I

A moderate rating was given to small, fragmented, or less productive wetlands, small
groups of wildlife trees, and potential habitat for Red and Blue-listed wildlife. A low
rating was given to very small and unproductive wetlands and relatively poor quality
wildlife trees.
Since a split bar format forenvironmental sensitivities on the photomosaic is not used,
overlapping sensitivities(such as low for wildlife collision potential and high forwildlife
habitat) are impossible to show on the photomosaic. Therefore, in all cases thehighest
rating will be mapped. Details on limits of various sensitivities along the corridor, with
stated LKI ranges, are presented in the text.
Results/Discussion
4
4.1 Site specific conditions (for mapping)

1

1

Item

1 LKI Ranee 1 H w side 1

I

I

Environmental
constraint
Level

I

I
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Description of site specific conditions
A. (17.0 to 17.5) Relatively low potential for collisions with ungulates and bears as
westbound vehicles slow down before the Brake Check and steep hill, and eastbound
vehicles regain speed. WARS data from 1978 to 1995 suggest very few roadkills in
this section.
B. (17.5-19.6) Relatively moderate potential for large mammal/vehicle collisions.
Although WARS roadkill data from 1988-1997 show few kills along this stretch, a
sharp spike in roadkills occurred near LKI 18 from 1978-1995 (Demarchi and Searing
1998). Our site-visits suggested that vehicle speeds could be relatively high along this
level straight-away stretch and increased roadkills leading eastward seemed likely.
C. (19.6) Mt. Hunter Creek crosses the TCH and although it has a low wildlife sensitivity
rating it would be the prime location for an underpass wildlife crossing structure if the
TCH were fenced for large mammals along this stretch.
D. (19.7-25.0) Relatively high potential for large mammalhehicle collisions. Previous
tracking studieshave shown that aherd of Elk occurs here year round, Mule Deer and
bears occur seasonally, and wolves occur intermittently year round (Dernarchi and
Searing 1998). Thisarea contains the best ungulate and bear habitat in the Roth Creek
to Yoho National Park section of the TCH (Harvey 1994). A large area on the southfacing slopes on the north side of the highway between about LKI 21 -23 was burned
by MELP as aprescribed bum to enhance ungulate habitat.
E. (19.7-25.0) This area is thought to be the core of the local Elk herd’s winter range
(Demarchi and Searing 1998). If 4 km of TCH are twinned in the vicinity of Mt.
Hunter Creek Bridge, anda 50 m-wide swath is required for the new lanes, an
estimated 20 ha of locally important elk winter range would be lost.
F. (21.95) Vacation Creek has a low wildlife sensitivity but would be a good site for a
wildlife underpass crossing structure if this part of the TCHwas fenced for large
mammals.
G. (25.0-26.0) Relatively moderate potential for large mammal/veh1cle collisions as the
quality of ungulate habitat declines noticeably from the previous few kms.

4.2

Discussion

More dataon specific locations of ungulate crossing would be very useful for designing
mitigations. More data are alsorequired on the presence or absence ofrare and
endangered plant and animal species that could
be affected by highway construction
(Acres Int. Ltd. 1998).
Wildlife-vehicle collisions
Wildlife-vehicle collisions along theGolden to Kicking Horse Canyon areaof segment
0990 are among thehighest along Trans Canada Highway (TCH) from Kamloops to
~~
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Alberta. WARS data indicated that there were 1.6 large mammals killed per km per year
from 1988 to 1987on Segment 990 from LKI 0.0to 10.0 each year, most of those being
in the first4 km east of Golden. From Roth Creek to the Brake Check the rate of road
kills drops considerably, to an estimated 3.5 annually, or about 0 . 7 h . There is one
apparent hotspot at about LKI 16.5 - 17.0.
From the Brake Check to Yoho National Park there are 12 WARS documented roadkills
from 1988-1997. Using the standard 5:l ratio of actual kills to reported kills (L. Sielecki
pers. comm.) this translates to an average of 6 large mammals killed on Segment 990
from LKI 17.0 to 26.0 each year, or 0.7lkmlyear. There is one hotspot, however, from the
Brake Check to Yoho National Park between LKI 21-23, roughly along the stretch TCH
below the prescribed bum an estimated 1.6 large mammalsikmlyr. This is part of the area
that is being considered for highway twinning.
Habitat Impacts
Direct loss of wetland habitat, ungulate winter ranges, and wildlife tree areas to highway
widening can have local effects on wildlife populations. There are no wetland habitats or
significant standsof or individual wildlife trees adjacent to the TCH from the Brake
Check to Yoho National Park.

A new bridge hasbeen proposed for Mt. Hunter Creek with adjoining highway twinning
for about 2 km on either side of the bridge. As this area includes locally important elk
winter range, loss of habitat may be an issue. For example, if we assume 4 km of
twinning and a 50 m-wide swath then about 20 ha of winter range would be lost. There
are no significant wildlife values associated with Mt. Hunter Creek itself, but the creek
would be a natural site fora wildlife crossing structure if fencing for large mammals was
considered.
The habitatsof threatened and endangered plant species could also be impacted by
highway widening. The dark lamb’s-quarters has also been found 23 km west of Field in
Segment 0990. This plant is potentially impacted by highway widening, and further
surveys are required to confirm itspresence or absence, if construction impacts are to be
mitigated. Given the fact itis very rare, the probability of actually finding populations
near the highway is considered low.

-
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Table 22. Species at risk near the TCH Segment 0990, LKI 17.0 to 25.93.
List
Red-listed
Plant

Species
at Risk
Dark
lamb'squarters

Scientific
Name
Chenopodium
alrovirens

Locations

Outskirts of Golden along
TCH west ofjunction with
Highway 95, and 23 miles
W. of Field (1958) *. UTM
5023m. E. 56838111.N. &
5 179m. E. 56793x11. N.
Three other BC sites exist in
the Fraser canyon and
Okanagan I.
Douglas et . 1998. '-Acres Int. Ltd. 15 8.

5

I

Habitat

i

Mountainside
scree, scree of
built up road,
and dry
roadside *.
Saline or
alkaline sites

I

I

I
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